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Preface
This thesis is based on work carried out at the Faculty of Physics of Bielefeld University
between the fall of 2010 and the spring of 2013. Its main purpose has been to develop
and apply new methods for the perturbative evaluation of energy momentum tensor
correlators — in particular spectral functions — within SU(Nc) Yang-Mills theory. The
motivation for these computations originates from heavy ion physics, and more specifi-
cally the hydrodynamic description of the evolution of thermalizing quark gluon plasma
(QGP), which needs the values of the bulk and shear viscosities of the matter as input
parameters. A nonperturbative first principles determination of these quantities has
turned out to be a daunting task, and at the moment the most promising approach for
it is based on the analytic continuation of lattice data from Euclidean correlation func-
tions to Minkowskian signature. This process is, however, numerically very challenging
and necessitates gathering as much analytic information of the spectral densities as
possible. This is where perturbative calculations, such as the work presented in this
thesis, come into play.
The bulk of the scientific results contained in this thesis were published in three
articles [1–3], on which our presentation largely relies. Before introducing the methods
and results of these papers, we, however, want to provide a concise introduction to the
general topic of heavy ion physics and thermal Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). To
this end, the thesis is structured as follows:
• In chapter 1, we begin with a generic introduction to QCD at nonzero temper-
atures, covering how equilibrium thermodynamic quantities, such as thermody-
namic potentials and thermal Green’s functions are defined and calculated.
• In chapter 2, we will specialize to the theoretical description of the QGP, and
review in particular the role of hydrodynamical simulations in phenomenological
heavy ion physics. Different ways of determining the transport coefficients of the
plasma are also discussed.
• In chapter 3, we will move on to introduce the main quantities studied in the
thesis: The bulk and shear channel thermal Green’s functions in pure SU(Nc)
1
Yang-Mills theory. The quantities are first defined and their most central proper-
ties discussed, after which it is explained, how one can determine their ultraviolet
(UV) behavior in a relatively straightforward way. This chapter is largely based
on ref. [2].
• In chapter 4, we will introduce the most important technical tools developed in
this thesis, i.e. a novel method to evaluate next-to-leading order (NLO) thermal
spectral functions. Specific examples are considered both in the bulk [1] and shear
channels [3].
• In chapter 5, we will present and discuss the numerical results obtained for the
bulk and shear spectral densities in refs. [1, 3]. Special attention is paid on the
convergence and applicability of the results, as well as their use in the verifica-
tion of sum rules and the determination of Euclidean imaginary time correlation
functions. In the bulk channel case, the latter results are furthermore compared
to lattice data.
• In chapter 6, we finally summarize our findings and discuss their physical impli-
cations.
In addition to the chapters listed above, appendices A and B contain several details
of the calculations, and are frequently referred to in particular in chapters 4 and 5.
2
Chapter 1
Introduction to thermal QCD
1.1 Strong interactions at nonzero temperature
As one of the four fundamental interactions in nature, the strong interaction of the
color charge has attracted a lot of attention in modern particle physics. In the context
of the Standard Model, the elementary particles involved in the strong interaction are
the quarks and gluons. There are altogether six species, or “flavors”, of quarks, u, d,
s, c, b and t, which stand for the up, down, strange, charm, bottom, and top quarks,
respectively. The quarks are Dirac fermions with spin s = 12 , and have either
2
3 (u,
c, t) or −13 (d, s, b) units of electric charge. They also carry an extra “color” index
that takes three values (often called red, green, and blue), and each quark in addition
comes with a corresponding antiquark with opposite quantum numbers. The gluons on
the other hand are eight electrically neutral gauge bosons with s = 1 that mediate the
strong force between quarks. Unlike in electromagnetism, the gluons feel each others’
presence, i.e. also carry color charge.
The fact that particles with fractional charge have not been observed is explained
by the “confining” nature of the strong interaction. This has to do with the fact that
the strong force does not decrease with increasing distance, but if one e.g. tries to
break a meson — a bound state composed of a quark and an antiquark — one will
eventually create an additional quark-antiquark pair from the vacuum and end up with
two mesons. At zero temperature, quarks and gluons indeed always form colorless bound
states, hadrons, with integer electric charge; they are either called mesons or baryons,
the latter being composed of three quarks.
The gauge field theory describing the color interaction is called Quantum Chromo-
dynamics (QCD) [4]. It is an SU(3) Yang-Mills theory coupled to fundamental repre-
sentation Dirac fermions, and successfully reproduces both the observed “confinement”
and “asymptotic freedom” of the strong interactions. Of these, asymptotic freedom in-
3
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Figure 1.1: The phase diagram of QCD. The figure is taken from a presentation by P. Senger.
dicates that in the limit of large energies or short distances the strong interaction in
fact becomes weak, i.e. quarks and gluons become “free”. In the context of nonzero
temperature and density, this in particular suggests the possibility of a transition to a
phase described by “liberated” quarks and gluons, once the temperature or density is
high enough.
It is indeed believed that at some critical temperature hadronic matter undergoes
both chiral symmetry restoration and a deconfinement phase transition to a new state
of matter called the quark gluon plasma (QGP) [5–11]. The QCD phase diagram,
containing both a confined hadronic phase and the QGP is depicted in fig. 1.1. At
low baryon density (relevant for the early universe as well as collider experiments at
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)), no
sharp phase transition is encountered, but rather a smooth crossover [12–14]. Increasing
the baryon density (the heavy ion synchrotrons SIS300 at the Facility for Antiproton
and Ion Research (FAIR)), it is however widely believed that the system exhibits a
critical point, from which a first order phase transition line starts, ending only at the
T = 0 axis. In the limit of small temperatures and very high density, deconfined QCD
matter — in this context usually called quark matter — may be found in the cores of
neutron stars. This region of the phase diagram is theoretically rather poorly known,
and only in the asymptotic limit of infinite density it is known that the physical ground
state of three-flavor QCD is that of a Color-Flavor-Locked (CFL) color superconductor
[15–17].
In light of the fundamental role of QCD as part of the Standard Model and the
role it plays both in the realm of nuclear physics and early universe thermodynamics,
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it is no doubt of importance to try to improve its theoretical description at nonzero
temperature and density. This is indeed the main purpose of the thesis, and to this end
we will now move on to review the structure of the theory as well as the main tools
available for its study. Here, we mostly follow the references [18–20]. Due to the fact
that we will in this thesis be mostly concerned with the equilibrium thermodynamics
of the theory, our treatment below will be carried out in Euclidean spacetime, unless
otherwise stated.
1.2 QCD Lagrangian
The gauge field sector of QCD corresponds to that of an SU(3) Yang-Mills theory [21],
to which the fundamental quarks are minimally coupled. The gauge invariant Euclidean
Lagrangian of full QCD 1 can thus be divided to two parts according to
LQCD = Lg + Lq , (1.1)
Lg = 1
4
F aµνF
a
µν , (1.2)
Lq = ψ¯(i /D +M)ψ , (1.3)
where Lg is the Lagrangian of Yang-Mills theory. In the fermionic part, we have denoted
ψ¯ ≡ ψ†γ0, /D = γµDµ, Dµ = ∂µ − igAµ with Aµ ≡ AaµT a, γµ are the Dirac matrices,
and F aµν = ∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ + gfabcAbµAcν .2 In these expressions, T a are the N2c − 1 = 8
generators of the fundamental representation of the SU(Nc = 3) group, while f
abc stand
for the corresponding structure constants, satisfying the relation [Ta, Tb] = ifabcT
c. The
Ta are normalized such that TrT
aT b = 12 δ
ab, while they also satisfy the Jacobi identity[
T a,
[
T b, T c
]]
+
[
T b, [T c, T a]
]
+
[
T c,
[
T a, T b
]]
= 0 . (1.4)
As indicated above, in the gluon field Aaµ, the color index a goes from 1 to 8, indicat-
ing that the gluon transforms in the adjoint representation. At the same time, the quark
field ψ in fact denotes a six-component vector in flavor space, ψ ≡ (ψu, ψd, ψs, ψc, ψb, ψt)T ,
where each ψk stands for a triplet of Dirac spinors in color space
ψk =
 ψ
red
k
ψgreenk
ψbluek
 , k = u, d, s, c, b, t, (1.5)
1Scaling Aµ → gAµ, the Lagrangian is sometimes rewritten as L
QCD = − 1
4g2
F aµνF
a
µν + ψ¯(iγµ(∂µ −
iAµ) +M)ψ.
2Following the notation of [18], here γµ are the Euclidean Dirac matrices, which are related to
the Minkowskian ones through (γ0)E = (γ
0)M , (γk)E = −i(γ
k)M . The relation between the two La-
grangians on the other hand reads LE = −LM (τ → it, (γµ)E → (γµ)M , (A0)E → i(A0)M ).
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transforming in the fundamental representation. The quark mass matrix can finally
be assumed to take the diagonal form M = diag(mu,md,ms,mc,mb,mt), as the cou-
pling of the quarks to the Weak gauge bosons is not essential for our treatment work.
The masslessness of the gluons finally follows from the gauge invariance of the theory
forbidding terms such as AµA
µ from appearing in the Lagrangian.
The Lagrangian (1.1) is invariant under gauge transformations involving the (fun-
damental representation) matrix
U ≡ exp [−iT aθa(x)] , (1.6)
where θa(x) are arbitrary real functions of the coordinate x, and the generators T a are
(for Nc = 3) related to Gell-Mann matrices λ
a by T a = 12 λ
a, (a = 1, . . . , 8). Under this
transformation, the different fields transform as
ψ → ψ′ = Uψ , (1.7)
Aµ → A′µ = UAµU−1 +
i
g
U∂µU
−1 , (1.8)
Dµ → D′µ = UDµU−1 , (1.9)
Fµν → F ′µν = UFµνU−1 , (1.10)
using which the gauge invariance of the Lagrangian is easy to check.
The gauge invariant Lagrangian (1.1) can also be split up in an alternative way,
LQCD = L0 + LI , (1.11)
L0 = 1
4
(∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ)(∂µAaν − ∂νAaµ) + ψ¯(iγµ /∂µ +M)ψ , (1.12)
LI = 1
2
gfabc(∂µA
a
ν − ∂νAaµ)AbµAcν +
1
4
g2fabcfadeAbµA
c
νA
d
µA
e
ν
+ψ¯gγµAµψ . (1.13)
The two terms in L0 describe the free gluons field and free quark fields, respectively,
while the three terms in LI denote the three-gluon interaction, four-gluon interaction,
and quark-gluon interaction, respectively. The three- and four-gluon interactions are
very important components in QCD, as they are responsible for asymptotic freedom.
This splitting of the Lagrangian will be shown later to play a fundemental role in
perturbation theory.
1.3 Running coupling and asymptotic freedom
The running coupling constant of QCD is typically denoted by
αs ≡ g
2
4pi
, (1.14)
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where g is the parameter appearing in the Lagrangian of the theory. The word “running”
refers to the fact that αs is a function of the energy scale of relevance. In perturba-
tive calculations (explained in some detail below), one typically introduces a so-called
renormalization scale µ, on which αs but no physical (directly measurable) quantity
depends. The renormalization scale independence of various expectation values,
µ2
d
dµ2
〈O〉 = 0, (1.15)
can then be shown to lead to the explicit form of the running of αs, i.e.
µ2
d
dµ2
αs(µ
2) ≡ β (αs) = −β0
2pi
α2s −
β1
(2pi)2
α3s − . . . , (1.16)
or equivalently,
µ
d
dµ
g ≡ β (g) = −g3 (b0 + b1g2 + b2g4 + . . .) , (1.17)
where β is the so-called beta-function of QCD. The coefficients appearing above can
be determined using standard calculations, and the first two coefficients read [22]
β0 =
11Nc − 2Nf
6
, (1.18)
β1 =
17N2c − 5NcNf − 3CFNf
6
, (1.19)
b0 =
2β0
(4pi)2
=
11Nc − 2Nf
3(4pi)2
, (1.20)
b1 =
4β1
(4pi)4
=
34N2c − 10NcNf − 6CFNf
3(4pi)4
, (1.21)
where CF = (N
2
c − 1)/(2Nc) is the value of the Casimir operator for the fundamental
representation, and Nf is the number of quark flavours.
Considering eq. (1.16) as a differential equation for the coupling, the leading order
solution reads
αs
(
µ2
)
=
2pi
β0 ln (µ2/Λ2)
, (1.22)
where Λ stands for an integration constant, the so-called QCD scale. It is related to
the beta-function through the relation
Λ ≡ µ (b0g2)−b1/2b20 e−1/2b0g2 exp{− ∫ g
0
dg
′
[
1
β(g′)
+
1
b0g
′3
− b1
b20g
′
]}
, (1.23)
while its numerical value must be determined from experiments. Asymptotic freedom
can be seen from the running coupling constant (1.22): As the scale parameter µ is
increased, αs decreases accordingly. This means that the running coupling is small for
high energy scattering, where the energy scale (momentum transfer) µ is large. In other
words, the interaction of quarks and gluons is weak at high energies. In particular, the
coupling αs goes to 0 when µ → ∞, indicating a limit where weak coupling methods
may be used.
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1.4 The partition function and its path integral represen-
tation
Let us now specialize to the equilibrium thermodynamics of QCD and consider the
evaluation of the most basic quantity in statistical mechanics, the partition function.
The partition function and the corresponding density matrix are defined through the
Hamiltonian H of the system at finite temperature T ,
Z(T ) ≡ Tr exp [−βH] , β ≡ 1
T
, (1.24)
ρ(T ) ≡ Z−1 exp [−βH] , (1.25)
where the trace is taken over all states of the system and the density matrix ρ(T ) is
normalized so that Tr ρ(T ) = 1. With knowledge of the partition function, many other
observables, such as the free energy F , the entropy S, and the pressure P , can be
directly evaluated via relations such as
F = −T lnZ , (1.26)
S = −∂F
∂T
=
∂ (T lnZ)
∂T
, (1.27)
P = −∂F
∂V
=
∂ (T lnZ)
∂V
. (1.28)
In addition, the expectation value, or ensamble average, of an arbitrary observable O
can be calculated via the relation
〈O〉 = Tr [ρ(T )O] . (1.29)
One simple example of this is the energy of the thermal system
E = 〈H〉 = Tr [ρ(T )H] , (1.30)
with which the entropy can be expressed as
S = −F
T
+
E
T
. (1.31)
In the functional integral formulation of quantum field theory, the partition function
(1.24) can be expressed in terms of a path integral over fields that are either periodic
or antiperiodic in the Euclidean imaginary time variable τ = it, which runs from 0 to
β ≡ 1T . With this convention, we obtain schematically
Z(T ) =
∫
antiperiodic
DψDψ¯
∫
periodic
DAµ exp [−SE] , (1.32)
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where we have assigned bosonic fields periodic and fermionic fields antiperiodic bound-
ary conditions, and the Euclidean action reads
SE =
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
dx LQCDE . (1.33)
While the above result is rather elegant in its simplicity, it is easy to see that this
formulation contains an immense overcounting of field configurations. We have namely
not taken into consideration the gauge invariance of the theory, which relates many field
configurations into each other via the gauge transformation of (1.8) and implies that we
should rather be integrating over gauge orbits than individual gauge fields. The problem
can be resolved in various ways, of which the one by Fadeev and Popov is by far the
most widely used. Here, one inserts into the path integral a delta function implementing
the Gauss rule, and then expresses this function in terms of a functional integral of so-
called ghost fields, which are fermionic (i.e. represented by Grassmann variables), yet
periodic in time. As this exercise is presented in great detail in many textbooks, we will
here merely state the final result, expressing the gauge-fixed Lagrangian of the theory
in the form
LQCDGF = LQCD + Lgauge−fixing + Lghost , (1.34)
where
Lgauge−fixing = 1
2ξ
(∂µA
a
µ)
2 ,
Lghost = ∂µc¯a∂µca + gfabc∂µc¯aAbµ cc , (1.35)
and ξ is a real number parametrizing the covariant gauge we have chosen.
Using the above Lagrangian, the path integral representation of the partition func-
tion becomes
Z(T ) =
∫
antiperiodic
DψDψ¯
∫
periodic
DcDc¯
∫
periodic
DAµ exp
{
−
∫ β
0
dτ
∫
dx (1.36)
×
[
1
4
F aµνF
a
µν +
1
2ξ
(∂µA
a
µ)
2 + ∂µc¯
a∂µc
a + gfabc∂µc¯
aAbµ c
c + ψ¯(i /D +M)ψ
]}
,
which is now well defined and free of gauge redundancies. In terms of this integral
formulation, the expectation value of an arbitrary physical observable can finally be
written in the form
〈O〉 =
∫
ψ
∫
c
∫
Aµ
O exp [−SE]∫
ψ
∫
c
∫
Aµ
exp [−SE] , (1.37)
where we have introduced the symbol
∫
ψ
∫
c
∫
Aµ
to denote functional integrals over all
relevant fields with (anti)periodic boundary conditions.
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1.5 Perturbative QCD
As we can see from eq. (1.36), the QCD partition function has a complicated form,
and it is unfortunately not possible to carry out the path integral in a closed form.
Fortunately, the running of the strong coupling constant tells us that the color interac-
tion becomes weak at high temperatures or very short distances, implying that weak
coupling methods may become feasible in these limits. To this end, we note that the
Euclidean action of the theory can be split into two parts via
SE = S0 + SI , (1.38)
where S0 denotes the free action including all terms quadratic in the fields, while SI
is the interaction part involving all terms featuring the coupling constant g (cf. the
splitting of the Lagrangian in eq. (1.11)). In the absence of interactions, the two-point
Green’s function, i.e. the bare propagator, can be extracted from the free action S0.
From the interaction part of the action SI , one can on the other hand read off the
leading order three- and four-point Green’s functions, i.e. the interaction vertices of the
fields.
Splitting the action in the above fashion in the functional integral defining the
partition function enables us to write the quantity in the form
Z =
∫
ψ
∫
c
∫
Aµ
exp [−(S0 + SI)] =
∫
ψ
∫
c
∫
Aµ
exp [−S0]
∞∑
k=0
(−SI)k
k!
=
∫
ψ
∫
c
∫
Aµ
exp [−S0]
(
1 +
∞∑
k=1
(−SI)k
k!
)
, (1.39)
where the powers of SI carry all of the dependence of the quantity on the coupling g.
When g is small, the series in powers of SI can be expected to converge at least in the
sense of an asymptotic expansion, and the sum cut off at some finite N . Similarly, the
expectation values of various physical quantities can be evaluated to a finite order in
the coupling, writing
〈O〉 = Z−1
{∫
ψ
∫
c
∫
Aµ
O exp [−S0] +
∫
ψ
∫
c
∫
Aµ
O (−SI) exp [−S0] + . . .
}
. (1.40)
This schematic procedure, carried out to the desired order in g or αs, is commonly
referred to as perturbation theory. Most of the calculations and results that will be
reviewed in this thesis rely heavily on this technique; a good reference for more details,
especially in the context of QCD, is [23]. Some examples of thermodynamical quantities
that have been computed to a high order in perturbation theory include the QCD
equation of state [24–26], quark number (and other) susceptibilities [27,28], as well as
various types of correlation functions [29,30].
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1.6 Correlators and the spectral function
In addition to the partition function considered above, a very important class of quan-
tities, from which one can learn about a finite temperature system, are two-point cor-
relation functions of elementary or composite operators. It is thus worthwhile to pay
some attention to the definition of different correlation or Green’s functions, as well as
their relations and properties. In this section, we will do just this, following to some
extent ref. [31] and beginning our treatment from Minkowskian correlators.
1.6.1 The Wightman functions and the spectral function
The simplest finite-temperature correlation function of two operators A and B reads
〈A(t)B(0)〉 = Tr [ρ(T )A(t)B(0)] , (1.41)
where it is assumed that we work in the Heisenberg picture, where the operators carry
the time dependence. This in particular allows us to use the relation
O(t) ≡ eiHtO(0)e−iHt (1.42)
to prove the important Kubo-Martin-Schwinger (KMS) formula
〈A(t)B(0)〉 = Z−1Tr
[
e−βHA(t)B(0)
]
= 〈B(0)A(t+ iβ)〉 . (1.43)
For the Wightman functions, defined by
G>AB(t) ≡ 〈A(t)B(0)〉 , (1.44)
G<AB(t) ≡ 〈B(0)A(t)〉 , (1.45)
this relation leads to the result
G>AB(t) = G
<
AB(t+ iβ) . (1.46)
Finally, we note that the difference of two Wightman functions,
GAB(t) ≡ G>AB(t)−G<AB(t) , (1.47)
vanishes outside the light cone as a consequence of causality. Its Fourier transform
on the other hand gives the perhaps most important thermal correlator, the spectral
function, according to
ρAB(ω) ≡ 1
2
∫ ∞
−∞
dt eiωtGAB(t) . (1.48)
Note that in our notation the argument of ρ is used to distinguish this quantity from
the density matrix of a statistical ensemble, which was denoted by ρ(T ).
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1.6.2 Retarded and advanced Green’s functions
Next, we move on to introduce the retarded (R) and advanced (A) Green’s functions,
which read
GRAB(t) ≡ iGAB(t)θ(t) , (1.49)
GAAB(t) ≡ −iGAB(t)θ(−t) , (1.50)
and clearly vanish for negative (positive) values of t. Denoting their Fourier transforms
by
GRAB(ω) = i
∫ ∞
0
dt eiωtGAB(t) , (1.51)
GAAB(ω) = −i
∫ 0
−∞
dt eiωtGAB(t) , (1.52)
the spectral function can be expressed in the form
ρAB(ω) =
1
2i
(
GRAB(ω)−GRB†A†
∗
(ω)
)
= − 1
2i
(
GAAB(ω)−GAB†A†
∗
(ω)
)
, (1.53)
making use of the relations G<AB(t) = G
>
BA(−t) and G>A†B†(t) = G>BA
∗
(t). For the
special case B = A†, the spectral function thus reduces to
ρAA†(ω) = ImG
R
AA†(ω) = − ImGAAA†(ω) . (1.54)
From these equations, it is also evident that the spectral function is an odd function of
ω, i.e. ρAA†(−ω) = ρAA†(ω).
1.6.3 Euclidean correlators and their relation to the spectral function
While Minkowski space correlators, which are functions of a real time t, are perhaps
more intuitive quantities, for systems close to thermal equilibrium it is more enlighten-
ing to consider Green’s functions that have been analytically continued to the imaginary
time variable τ . These Euclidean correlators are in addition the only types of quantities
measurable in numerical lattice simulations, and thus play a major role in the analysis
of any finite temperature system.
For the reasons stated above, let us now consider the imaginary time correlator
GEAB(τ) ≡ G>AB(t→ −iτ) , (1.55)
where τ again runs from 0 to β = 1/T . Due to the finite extent of the time inter-
val, the Fourier transform of this quantity is expressed in terms of discrete Matsubara
frequencies ωn, taking the values 2pinT for bosons and (2n+ 1)piT for fermions,
GEAB(τ) = T
∞∑
n=−∞
e−iωnτGE(ωn) , (1.56)
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GE(ωn) =
∫ β
0
dτ eiωnτGE(τ) . (1.57)
In order to establish a connection between these objects and the spectral function, we
will manipulate GEAB(τ) starting from its primary definition. Making use of eq. (1.42)
and inserting a complete set of eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian,
∑
m
|m〉 〈m| = 1 (with
H|m〉 = Em|m〉), it is easy to see that this function takes the form
GEAB(τ) = Z
−1∑
m,n
e−βEmeτ(Em−En) 〈m|A(0) |n〉 〈n| B(0)|m〉 , (1.58)
while its Fourier transform becomes
GEAB(ωn) = Z
−1
∫ β
0
dτ eiωnτ
∑
m,n
e−βEmeτ(Em−En) 〈m|A(0) |n〉 〈n| B(0)|m〉
= Z−1
∑
m,n
eβ(iωn−En) − e−βEm
Em − En + iωn 〈m|A(0) |n〉 〈n| B(0)|m〉 . (1.59)
The above results should be contrasted to a similar relation obtained from eq. (1.48),
ρAB(ω) =
1
2
Z−1
∫ ∞
−∞
dt eiωt
∑
m,n
e−βEm
[
eit(Em−En) − eit(En−Em)
]
×〈m|A(0) |n〉 〈n| B(0)|m〉
= Z−1
∑
m,n
e−βEmpi [δ(Em − En + ω)− δ(En − Em + ω)]
×〈m|A(0) |n〉 〈n| B(0)|m〉
= Z−1
∑
m,n
e−βEn
(
eβω − 1
)
piδ(En − Em + ω) 〈m|A(0) |n〉 〈n| B(0)|m〉
(1.60)
= Z−1
∑
m,n
e−βEm
(
1− e−βω
)
piδ(Em − En + ω) 〈m|A(0) |n〉 〈n| B(0)|m〉 ,
where we have used the fact that due to the KMS relation G>AB(ω) = e
βωG<AB(ω). A
comparison of eqs. (1.59) and (1.60) now leads to the relation
GEAB(ωn) =
1
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ω − iωn ρAB(ω) , (1.61)
as well as its inverse,
ρAB(ω) = ImG
E
AB(ωn → −i(ω − i0+)) . (1.62)
From eq. (1.61), it is finally straightforward to derive a highly useful relation between
the imaginary time correlator and the spectral function,
GEAB(τ) =
1
pi
∫ ∞
0
dωρ(ω)
cosh
[(
β
2 − τ
)
ω
]
sinh βω2
. (1.63)
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This demonstrates the central role played by the spectral function in any analysis of
finite temperature correlation functions, a fact we will often take advantage of in the
following.
Chapter 2
Motivation: Bulk and shear
viscosities of the QGP
2.1 Viscosities and heavy ion physics
Results from lattice QCD indicate that when hadronic matter at small baryonic chem-
ical potential is heated up, it undergoes a crossover-type deconfinement transition at
a temperature of the order of 150-170 MeV [32, 33]. At nonzero density, the possible
existence of a critical point and a line of first order phase transitions extending to the
T = 0 axis, however, remains an unsolved problem. It is hoped that ultrarelativistic
heavy ion experiments carried out at RHIC of BNL, the LHC of CERN, and perhaps
most importantly at FAIR of GSI will shed light on this issue by providing direct
experimental information of the created QGP.
In heavy ion experiments, two charged nuclei are accelerated to ultrarelativis-
tic speeds, thereby appearing as Lorentz contracted disks, cf. the “initial state” in
fig. 2.1. The interpenetrating nuclei are then expected to create a complicated out-
of-equilibrium system, which after about 0.5−1 fm/c thermalizes and forms the QGP
phase. The system is, however, still very much non-uniform, and the large density
and temperature gradients make it expand and cool down very fast. Eventually the
temperature of the system falls below the critical temperature of the deconfinement
transition, leading to the production of a multitude of hadrons, photons and dileptons
later detected in the experiments.
One of the major problems in the experimental study of the QGP is clearly its
short lifetime. Fortunately, it is possible to gather at least some indirect evidence of the
properties of the system by analyzing the distribution of the final state hadrons. In fact,
various signals, such as the famous suppression of J/Ψ, jet quenching, and collective flow
— all measured in experiments at RHIC and the LHC — have consistently indicated
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Figure 2.1: Evolution of the heavy ion collision process involving the creation of the
QGP. The figure is taken from a presentation by S. Bass.
that QGP has indeed been created in both colliders. Theoretical and experimental
studies further point towards the system behaving rather as a strongly interacting fluid
than a gas of weakly interacting quasiparticles, coining the term “strongly interacting
QGP” (sQGP) [34].
From the point of view of this thesis, the most interesting part of the heavy ion
collision process is the evolution of the (near-)thermal QGP, which can already be de-
scribed in terms of relativistic hydrodynamics. In particular, the work performed in the
following three chapters is intimately related to the determination of transport coeffi-
cients appearing in the hydrodynamic equations. Most importantly, these include the
shear and bulk viscosities, which have lately received wide attention in the community.
A particularly famous results has been the AdS/CFT prediction of a lower bound for
the ratio of the shear viscosity and entropy density in any physical system [35],
η
s
≥ 1
4pi
, (2.1)
while for the bulk viscosity of the QGP, [36] has proposed the relation
ζ
η
≥ 2
(
1
3
− c2s
)2
, (2.2)
with cs standing for the speed of sound in the medium. At the same time, in the weakly
coupled limit of QCD, the shear viscosity has been evaluated to the leading-log [37]
and later to the full leading order accuracy [38], and parametrically takes the form
η
s
∼ 1
g4 ln (1/g)
, (2.3)
while the leading order bulk viscosity [39] reads
ζ
s
∼ g
4
ln(1/g)
. (2.4)
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There is clearly a strong discrepancy between the strong and weak coupling predic-
tions for the viscosities. Somewhat surprisingly, it has turned out that a comparison
of hydrodynamic calculations with experimental data in fact favors the former [40],
pointing towards a rather low value for the η/s ratio
η
s
< 0.4 , (2.5)
while the preferred value (for RHIC) appears to be ηs ∼ (1− 3)× 14pi . In light of this, it
would clearly be very important to be able to derive a nonperturbative first principles
result for the transport coefficients within QCD, for which lattice calculations would
in principle be the method of choice [41, 42]. However, as lattice QCD is restricted
to the Euclidean formulation of the theory, such results necessitate a numerically ex-
tremely challenging analytic continuation from imaginary to real time to take place.
Therefore, the current numerical estimates for η and ζ still come with large systematic
uncertainties.
Recently, a model independent method [43] was proposed for the extraction of
spectral densities and transport coefficients from Euclidean correlators measured on
the lattice. A successful implementation of this idea can be found from ref. [44], while
the work performed in this thesis aims at generalizing such calculations to the bulk and
shear channels of the QGP. To this end, the quantities we are after are the bulk and
shear perturbative spectral functions, needed in inverting the relation
GE(τ) =
∫ ∞
0
dω
pi
ρ(ω)
cosh
[(
β
2 − τ
)
ω
]
sinh βω2
, 0 < τ < β (2.6)
to obtain a nonperturbative spectral function from lattice results for the Euclidean cor-
relator. Before considering these calculations in the following chapters, we will however
first present a brief review of the hydrodynamic description of the QGP as well as the
theoretical tools currently available for estimating the values of transport coefficients.
2.2 Hydrodynamic description of the QGP
As mentioned above, the QGP produced at RHIC and the LHC was initially expected to
behave almost like an ideal gas of quasiparticles corresponding to the quark and gluon
degrees of freedom. Later, studies of Au-Au collisions at RHIC [45–48] and Pb-Pb col-
lisions at the LHC [49, 50] have indeed provided strong evidences for the production
of the QGP, but with rather remarkable properties indicative of a strongly interacting,
almost perfect liquid with very small viscosity. An integral part in reaching this con-
clusion has been played by relativistic hydrodynamic simulations, into which the small
but nonvanishing value of the shear viscosity has been incorporated [40,51–57].
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The core of a realistic hydrodynamic description of the QGP is solving the energy-
momentum conservation equations
∂µT
µν = 0 . (2.7)
For a system exhibiting only a small deviation from equilibrium, the energy-momentum
tensor takes the form
T µν = (e+ P )uµuν − Pgµν +∆T µν , (2.8)
where e, P , and uµ denote the local energy density, pressure, and flow velocity, re-
spectively, and where we assume a (mostly minus) Minkowskian metric. For linearized
viscous hydrodynamics, the function ∆T µν finally reads
∆T µν = η (∆µuν +∆νuµ) +
(
2
3
η − ζ
)
∆µν∂αu
α , (2.9)
where ∆µ = ∂µ − uµuβ∂β and ∆µν = uµuν − gµν .
In physical terms, ∆T µν describes a small deviation of the energy-momentum tensor
from the ideal limit due to dissipative (viscous) effects. The most important parame-
ter in this quantity is the shear viscosity, which measures the relaxation of isotropic
momentum, i.e. the resistance of the system to flow gradients. At the same time, the
bulk viscosity characterizes the relaxation of non-equilibrium particle number densities,
corresponding to resistance against collective expansion.
To compare theoretical predictions for various physical quantities to the experi-
mental heavy ion data is a complicated process, of which the hydrodynamic simula-
tions only constitute one part. This is depicted in fig. 2.1: First, the initial state of
the system is typically described via Glauber or McLerran-Venugopalan (Color Glass
Condensate) models, the early evolution of which is then studied via Monte Carlo sim-
ulations [58,59]. After this, a hydrodynamic model with an (usually lattice determined)
equation of state (EOS) is applied to its expansion, until the system reaches hadroniza-
tion, described via fragmentation and/or recombination models. Finally, the eventual
freeze-out of the hadron gas is usually modeled within Hadron Resonance Gas mod-
els [60, 61], from which predictions for quantities such as elliptic flow are derived and
compared to experimental data. How this process can be used to fix parameters such as
the shear viscosity is explained e.g. in [62]. More details about the practical application
of hydrodynamic models can on the other hand be found e.g. in [52,63,64].
Finally, to understand the role of the viscosities in the hydrodynamic description
of heavy ion collisions, one should note that ideal hydrodynamics has been seen to
successfully describe quantities such as elliptic flow and transverse momentum spectra
in the low momentum region (see, for example, [58,59] and references therein). However,
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if one is interested in the same quantities at larger transverse momenta, such as pT > 1.5
GeV, one starts to see deviations between experimental data and ideal hydrodynamics
calculations [65]. For these quantities, a nonzero value for the shear viscosity is needed
in the hydro codes to find agreement with experimental results, while the bulk viscosity
is observed to play only a minor role in the dynamics [39,66,67].
Next, we move one step closer to the actual topic of our thesis, namely to review
the two leading methods to determine the values of the bulk and shear viscosities in
deconfined QCD matter. These include first the application of linear response theory, in
which the Kubo formula can be used to relate transport coefficients to the infrared (IR)
limits of Green’s functions, and secondly kinetic theory, in which one can derive integral
representations for the same quantities. In both cases, we identify the computational
tools and approximations most commonly used, and in addition review the current
status of the calculations. In particular, we will identify here the role that the spectral
function calculations presented in the following sections play in the process.
2.3 Linear response theory
Transport coefficients can be viewed as describing the response of the system to in-
finitesimal external perturbations. Within thermal field theory, the conceptually most
straightforward way of determining them is thus through linear response theory, where
Kubo formulas can be used to express them as integrals over retarded Green’s func-
tions [68–71]. We will now review this process in some detail.
Let us consider the Hamiltonian of a field theory system, writing it in the form
H = H0 +
∫
d3x J(x)O(x) , (2.10)
where H0 denotes the Hamiltonion of the unperturbed equilibrium system, J(x) ≡
J(x, t) is a time-dependent external source, and O(x) ≡ O(x, t) an internal variable
which the source is coupled to. If J(x) is small, the expectation value of O(x) is slightly
shifted from its local equilibrium value, and we can write
δ 〈O(x)〉 ≡ 〈O(x)〉H − 〈O(x)〉H0
= −
∫
d4y GR(x− y)J(y) (2.11)
with the retarded Green’s function GR(x− y) = −iθ(x0 − y0) 〈[O(x), O(y)]〉H0 .
Following the linear response theory derivation of [71], the Kubo formulas for the
bulk and shear viscosities can be expressed in terms of retarded correlators of the
energy-momentum tensor
η = −
∫
〈T12(x)T12(y)〉 , (2.12)
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4
3
η + ζ = −
∫
〈T11(x)T11(y)〉 . (2.13)
Here, the angular brackets are used to denote the retarded correlators, and we have used
the shorthand
∫
= lim→0
∫
d3y
∫ t
−∞ dt1e
(t1−t) ∫ t1−∞ dt′, x = (t,x), and y = (t′,y). To
separate the bulk viscosity from (2.13), we next make use of the cubic symmetry of the
spatial components of the energy-momentum tensor Tµν (cf. [72]), giving a schematic
relation
〈Tij(x)Tkl(y)〉 = A(x, y)(δikδjl + δilδjk) +B(x, y)δijδkl (i, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3) . (2.14)
This allows us to write the shear viscosity in the form
η = −1
2
∫
[〈T11(x)T11(y)〉 − 〈T11(x)T22(y)〉]
= −1
4
∫
[〈(T11(x)− T22(x))(T11(y)− T22(y))〉] , (2.15)
while plugging eq. (2.15) into eq. (2.13) gives for the bulk viscosity
ζ = −1
9
3∑
i,j=1
∫
〈Tii(x)Tjj(y)〉 . (2.16)
Finally, we note that according to eqs. (1.51) and (1.54), the bulk and shear viscosi-
ties can also be written as zero frequency limits of the corresponding spectral functions
(cf. e.g. [73]) via
ζ =
1
9
3∑
i.j=1
lim
ω→0
ρii,jj(ω,0)
ω
, (2.17)
η = lim
ω→0
ρ12,12(ω,0)
ω
. (2.18)
This is in fact the most frequently used way of determining these parameters. Below,
we will introduce three computational schemes used in the evaluation of the necessary
spectral densities: Perturbation theory, lattice QCD, and the AdS/CFT conjecture.
2.3.1 Perturbation theory
The symmetrized gauge invariant energy-momentum tensor of QCD, derived from the
Lagrangian of eq. (1.1), reads [74]
Tµν = T
g
µν + T
q
µν , (2.19)
T gµν =
1
4
δµνF
a
αβF
a
αβ − F aµαF aνα , (2.20)
T qµν =
1
4
(
ψ¯i
↔
Dµγνψ + ψ¯i
↔
Dνγµψ
)
+
1
2
δµν ψ¯i
↔
Dαγαψ + δµν ψ¯Mψ , (2.21)
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where
↔
Dµ ≡
→
Dµ −
←
Dµ. Starting from this expression, it might seem straightforward to
perturbatively determine the bulk and shear viscosities from the Kubo formulas (2.12)
and (2.16), or equivalently from (2.17) and (2.18). This using is, however, in practice
impossible due to the extremely complicated IR structure of the spectral function,
necessitating complicated resummations to be carried out before one can proceed to
the region ω ∼ gT , let alone to the formal ω → 0 limit.
Some work in the above direction has nevertheless been performed e.g. in [75], but
in practice this is not the most efficient way to perturbatively determine the transport
coefficients. It turns out to be much more convenient to use the machinery of kinetic
theory in this context (see below for more details). Using this in principle equivalent
formulation of the problem, the bulk and shear viscosities of QCD (as well as certain
other transport coefficients) have indeed been calculated first to the leading logarithmic
order [37,39] and later to the full leading order [38,76]. In scalar φ4 theory, even a next
to leading order result of the shear viscosity exists [77]. Unfortunately, it has turned
out that the convergence of these expansions is rather poor, and the results are thus of
limited use.
2.3.2 Lattice QCD
Whenever applicable, lattice Monte Carlo simulations should always be the method of
choice in QCD calculations, as they constitute the only nonperturbative first principles
tool available. In the context of transport coefficients, the earliest lattice calculations
date back to the 1980s and the seminal work of Karsch and Wyld [72], after which a lot
effort has been devoted to the extraction of quantities such as bulk and shear viscosities
on the lattice (cf. [31] for a very nice review). Unfortunately, none of these works has
been able to achieve good numerical accuracy even with the current computational
resources. This is related to the fact that lattice QCD is formulated in Euclidean space,
while the spectral function is a fundamentally Minkowskian quantity.
To see how the lattice determination of transport coefficients proceeds, let us recall
the Green’s function relation from eq. (1.60)
G>AB(ω) = 2(1 + nB(ω))ρAB(ω) , (2.22)
G<AB(ω) = 2nB(ω)ρAB(ω) . (2.23)
Setting A = B, we see that Euclidean correlators can be related to the spectral function
through
G(τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
2pi
e−τωG>(ω)
=
∫ 0
−∞
dω
2pi
e−τωG>(ω) +
∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
e−τωG>(ω)
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=
∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
eτωG<(ω) +
∫ ∞
0
dω
2pi
e−τωG>(ω)
=
∫ ∞
0
dω
pi
ρ(ω)
[
eτωnB(ω) + e
−τω(1 + nB(ω))
]
=
∫ ∞
0
dω
pi
ρ(ω)
cosh
[(
β
2 − τ
)
ω
]
sinh βω2
, 0 < τ < β , (2.24)
with nB(ω) ≡ 1/(eβω − 1). To extract transport coefficients from the zero frequency
limits of the corresponding spectral functions, one thus has to first collect very precise
lattice data on the Euclidean correlators and then invert the relation in eq. (2.24) to
obtain the spectral function. This inversion process amounts to extracting a continuous
function from a finite number of discrete data points (with error bars), constituting a
numerically ill-posed problem [41]. Even though various methods (cf. [41] and references
therein) have been introduced to tackle the problem, the current results still contain
sizable systematic and statistical uncertainties (see fig. 3 of [42] for the bulk spectral
function and fig. 3 of [41] for the shear spectral function).
The only way to make substantial progress on the lattice front appears to be through
first obtaining some analytic information on the spectral functions, either in the form
of an educated ansatz or from perturbative calculations. The latter approach has been
advocated in [44], and has been seen to produce promising results for a number of
(simpler) transport coefficients. This is indeed our main motivation for our study of
the bulk and shear spectral densities in the following chapters of this thesis.
2.3.3 Gauge/gravity duality
Finally, let us briefly comment on a third method, which has in recent years gained
quite some popularity in the determination of transport coefficients in strongly coupled
gauge theory: The gauge/gravity duality. Its roots are in the AdS/CFT correspon-
dence, a conjectured equivalence between infinitely strongly coupled N = 4 SU(Nc)
supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) theory in the Nc = ∞ limit and type IIB super-
gravity living in AdS5×S5 spacetime [78]. This relation is extremely useful, because it
enables the translation of complicated field theoretical problems (at strong coupling) to
the language of General Relativity, thus in many cases enabling progress in problems,
for which no standard field theory tool would be applicable.
The N = 4 SYM theory is a conformal gauge theory with a vanishing beta func-
tion to all orders in the coupling constant [79–82], which makes it very different from
QCD at zero temperature. In particular, this theory has no particle-like states, whereas
we know that QCD predicts the existence of a host of glueballs, mesons and baryons.
However, as discussed e.g. in [83], at finite temperature both the conformal invariance
and supersymmetry of the SYM theory are broken, and the system thus becomes much
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more like QCD in its deconfined phase (which at T  Tc is known to approach a con-
formal limit). For this reason, combined with the observation that the plasma produced
at RHIC appears to behave like a strongly coupled liquid, using the AdS/CFT conjec-
ture even in phenomenological studies of the QGP has gained quite some popularity.
Nevertheless, it should be recalled that as of today no known gravity dual to three-color
QCD exists, and therefore from the point of view of the physical heavy ion system, all
results derived using the gauge/gravity duality should be considered merely qualitative
indicators. Detailed reviews of the use of the gauge/gravity duality in QCD research
can be found in e.g. [84, 85].
With the above words of caution in mind, let us briefly inspect the determination
of transport coefficients using the gauge/gravity duality. In this dual language, the
energy-momentum tensor Tµν is mapped to small deviations of the metric hµν at the
boundary, writing gµν = ηµν + hµν , where ηµν stands for the 4-dimensional Minkowski
metric. In particular the shear operator T12 is found to be dual to h12, and thus the
shear viscosity on the field theory side can be found by studying the behavior of metric
perturbations in the five-dimensional bulk. Up to order 1/λ3/2 in a strong coupling
expansion, where λ ≡ g2Nc is the ’t Hooft coupling, the shear viscosity of N = 4 SYM
plasma reads [36,86–89]
η
s
=
1
4pi
(
1 +
15ζ(3)
λ3/2
+ . . .
)
, (2.25)
where ζ(3) ≈ 1.202. At the same time, the bulk viscosity of N = 4 SYM theory vanishes
due to the conformality of the theory. It has, however, been studied in a variety of
non-conformal models [36, 90–93], in which the Kubo formula is again applied to the
corresponding viscosity correlator, leading to a conjectured relation between the shear
and bulk viscosities,
ζ
η
= 2
(
1
3
− c2s
)2
, (2.26)
where cs is the speed of sound. These results seem to be in surprisingly good agreement
with the RHIC and LHC data.
2.4 Kinetic theory
As discussed above, a separate, yet in certain limits equivalent way of formulating the
determination of transport coefficients is through the use of kinetic theory [94–99]. It is
based on the assumption that the near-thermal system may be characterized by a phase
space distribution function f(x, p) of the on-shell components of the (quasi-)particles
forming the fluid. Here, x and p are the space-time coordinate and 4-momentum of the
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particle, respectively. Clearly, such a description assumes that the system is in some
sense weakly coupled.
In kinetic theory, the evolution of the system is governed by the Boltzmann equation
[100]
pµ∂µf = −C[f ] , (2.27)
where C[f ] is the so-called collision term which is a function of f and depends on
the interactions of all components of the fluid. This equation describes the interaction
between the particles and yields as its solution the particle distribution function f . For
an equilibrium system, f is stationary, i.e. f(x, p) = feq(p), implying that the collision
term must vanish in this limit.
The energy-momentum tensor in kinetic theory is defined as
T µν ≡
∫
pµpνf
dp
p0
, (2.28)
while the detailed evaluation of viscosities in kinetic theory can be found in [101] and
references therein. In the following, we simply list the main steps of this procedure in
two commonly used approximation schemes, the Chapman-Enskog and relaxation time
approximations.
2.4.1 Chapman-Enskog approximation
The Chapman-Enskog approximation is one of the most widely used approximation
schemes within kinetic theory, with transport coefficients have been determined for
various systems of weakly interacting classical particles [102]. In this section, we follow
refs. [102, 103] to present the main idea behind it as well as the most important com-
putational details encountered in the determination of the bulk and shear viscosities.
To start with, we must specify the collision term appearing in the Boltzmann equa-
tion; for a non-degenerate system, this can be assumed to read
C[f ] =
∫
(ff1 − f ′f ′1)σ(p + p1)2δ4(p+ p1 − p
′ − p′1)dp1dp
′
dp
′
1 , (2.29)
where f ≡ f(x, p), f1 ≡ f(x, p1), f ′ ≡ f(x, p′), f ′1 ≡ f(x, p
′
1), dpi = d
3pi/p
0
i , and σ
denotes the cross section of the scattering process p + p1 ↔ p′ + p′1 in the center of
mass frame. The local distribution function appearing in these formulas can be written
in the form
f = f0(1 + φ) , (2.30)
where f0 stands for the equilibrium distribution, and φ  1 is introduced to de-
note a (small) departure from local equilibrium. For a system composed of massive
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(quasi)particles satisfying pµp
µ = m2, the local distribution function in equilibrium
reads
f0 =
ρ
4pim3TK2(z)
e−pµu
µ/T (2.31)
with ρ ≡ ρ(x) = ∫ fdp denoting the particle number density, T ≡ T (x) the local
temperature, uµ ≡ uµ(x) the flow velocity, and z ≡ m/T . K2(z) is finally a modified
Bessel function of the second kind, defined by
Kn(x) ≡ x
n
(2n − 1)!!
∫ ∞
0
e−x cosh y sinh2n y dy . (2.32)
In the Chapman-Enskog approximation, the particle distribution function is ex-
panded around its equilibrium value in powers of space-time gradients, i.e.
f = f0 + δf (1) + δf (2) + . . . , (2.33)
where δf (n) denotes the nth order in the gradient expansion. To this end, in the
first Chapman-Enskog approximation the small departure function φ = δf (1)/f0 in
eq. (2.30) must satisfy the linearized transport equation
pµ∂
µf0 = −f0
∫ ∫ ∫
f01 (φ+ φ1 − φ
′ − φ′1)σ(p + p1)2
×δ4(p+ p1 − p′ − p′1)dp1dp
′
dp
′
1
≡ −f0L[φ] . (2.34)
A general solution of this differential equation (within the first Chapman-Enskog ap-
proximation) can be written in the form
φ = −A∂µuµ −Bµ∆µν(∂νT/T +Duν) + Cµν 〈∂µuν〉 , (2.35)
where we have defined D = −uµ∂µ, and the angular brackets read 〈tµν〉 ≡ ∆µναβtαβ
with ∆µναβ ≡ 12 (∆µα∆νβ +∆µβ∆να)− 13 ∆µν∆αβ. The unknown functions A, Bµ, and
Cµν are finally seen to satisfy the integral equations
L[A] = −Q/T , (2.36)
L[Bµ] = −(−pαuα +mh)∆µνpν/T , (2.37)
L[Cµν ] = −〈pµpν〉 /T , (2.38)
making use of eqs. (2.31) and (2.35) in (2.34). Here, we have also defined
Q = −1
3
m2 − pµuµ[(1− γ)mh+ γT ] + (4
3
− γ)(pµuµ)2 , (2.39)
with h = K3(z)/K2(z) denoting the enthalpy, and γ ≡ cp/cv being the ratio of the
specific heats cp ≡ (∂h/∂T )p and cv ≡ (∂e/∂T )v .
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Expressed in terms of the quantities defined above, the tensor of eq. (2.9) takes the
form
∆T µν = ∆µαTαβ∆
βν − p∆µν
= −2η 〈∂µuν〉 − ζ∆µν∂γuγ , (2.40)
while we may write the quantities Bµ and Cµν in the forms Bµ = B∆µνp
ν and Cµν =
C 〈pµpν〉, with B and C standing for unknown coefficients. Inserting the general solution
of the Boltzmann equation (2.35)–(2.39) to (2.28) and plugging the resulting energy-
momentum tensor to eq. (2.40), we then obtain for the viscosities
ζ = −
∫
AQf0dp , (2.41)
η = − 1
10
∫
C 〈pµpν〉 〈pµpν〉 f0dp . (2.42)
At the same time, the coefficient B is seen to be related to the heat conductivity, which
is beyond the scope of our interest (cf. [102] for details). As will be shown below, the
unknown functions A and C in eqs. (2.41) and (2.42) can furthermore be expanded in
terms of the Laguerre functions
Lαn(τ) ≡
n∑
k=0
(
n+ α
n− k
)
(−τ)k
k!
, (2.43)
where τ = −(pµuµ +m2)/T .
To determine the value of A, we first multiply eq. (2.36) by the factor f0L
1
2
n (τ), and
consequently carry out the integration of dp = d3p/p0 on both sides of the equation.
The result can be written in a closed form
[A,L
1
2
n (τ)] =
m
ρ
αn (n = 0, 1, . . . ) , (2.44)
where we have defined
[F,G] ≡ 1
4
m2
ρ
∫ ∫ ∫ ∫
f0f01∆(F )∆(G)dp dp1dp
′
dp
′
1 , (2.45)
∆{F (p)} ≡ F (p) + F (p1)− F (p′)− F (p′1) , (2.46)
αn ≡ − m
ρT
∫
f0L
1
2
n (τ)Qdp , (2.47)
Next, we expand A as a linear combination of Laguerre polynomials
A =
∞∑
m=0
amL
1
2
m(τ) , (2.48)
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finding that the αn must satisfy
∞∑
m=0
amamn =
m
ρ
αn (m,n = 0, 1, . . . ) , (2.49)
with amn ≡ [L
1
2
m(τ), L
1
2
n (τ)]. An approximate result a
(r)
m for the first r coefficients am is
obtained by constraining the upper limit of the sum to a finite number r,
r+1∑
m=2
a(r)m amn =
m
ρ
αn (m,n = 2, 3, . . . , r + 1) . (2.50)
Inserting eqs. (2.48) and (2.47) into (2.41), the bulk viscosity is finally expressed in the
form
ζ =
ρT
m
∞∑
n=2
amαm , (2.51)
which can be calculated order by order using eq. (2.50).
Let us finally move on to the case of the shear viscosity, involving the determination
of the coefficient C. Similarly to the above treatment, we multiply eq. (2.38) by a factor
of f0L
5
2
n (τ) 〈pµpν〉 and integrate both sides of the equation. Inserting the series C[τ ] =∑∞
m=0 cmL
5
2
m(τ) (valid for a massive quasiparticle)3 and employing the abbreviations
γn ≡ − 1
ρT 2
∫
f0L
5
2
n (τ) 〈pµpν〉 〈pµpν〉 , (2.52)
cmn ≡ 1
T 2
[L
5
2
m(τ) 〈pµpν〉 , L
5
2
n (τ) 〈pµpν〉] , (2.53)
the shear viscosity becomes
η =
1
10
ρT 2
∞∑
m=0
cmγm , (2.54)
which can be computed to the rth order through the identity
r−1∑
m=0
c(r)m cmn =
1
ρT
γn (n = 0, 1, . . . , r − 1) . (2.55)
The result of this procedure for a pion gas is plotted in fig. 2.2.
2.4.2 Relaxation time approximation
In physical systems, which are in some sense very close to equilibrium, another ap-
proximation scheme of kinetic theory, dubbed the Relaxation time approximation, is
3In the massless case, we would instead have C[τ ] =
∑∞
m=0 cmL
5
m(τ ).
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Figure 2.2: As an example of the kinetic theory results, we show the shear viscosity
of a pion gas computed using the relaxation time approximation and the first order
Chapman-Enskog approximation (left), and the ratio of the results (right). The figures
are taken from [103].
often useful. There, the phase space evolution is parameterized by a relaxation time τ ,
which is defined as the inverse of the interaction rate [103–105]. The collision term in
the Boltzmann equation (2.27) is written in the form
C[f ] =
f − f0
τ
, (2.56)
while the relaxation time obtains the form (cf. [105] for more details)
τ−1 =
1
2
∫
f01
(2pi)4δ4(p+ p1 − p′ − p′1)
2p′0 2p
′0
1
|M |2 d
3p1
(2pi)3
d3p
′
(2pi)3
d3p
′
1
(2pi)3
. (2.57)
Here, |M |2 is the scattering amplitude for the process p+ p1 → p′ + p′1, while f01 is the
phase space distribution function of a particle with momentum p1 in equilibrium.
This time the small deviation of the distribution function, cf. eq. (2.30), takes the
form
φ = −A∂ρuρ + Cµν
(
∆µuν +∆νuµ +
2
3
∆µν∂ρu
ρ
)
, (2.58)
where A and Cµν are related to the shear and bulk viscosities, respectively. For the
equilibrium distribution function f0 = exp[−pµuµ/T ], the solution of the Boltzmann
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equation in the rest frame of the system then reads
A =
τ
3Tp0
[(
1− 3v2s
)
(p0)2 −m2] , (2.59)
Cµν =
τ
2Tp0
pµpν , (2.60)
where v2s = ∂P/∂e is the square of the velocity of sound, with v
2
s =
1
3 for an ideal fluid.
Inserting the above solutions, eqs. (2.58)–(2.60), to the viscous part of the energy-
momentum tensor
∆T µν =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
pµpν
p0
f0φ , (2.61)
and comparing with its general form in (2.9), the bulk and shear viscosities in the local
rest frame of the fluid finally take the simple forms [105]
ζ =
1
9T
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
τ
(p0)2
[(
1− 3v2s
)
(p0)2 −m2]2 f0 , (2.62)
η =
1
15T
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
τ
(p0)2
|p|4f0 . (2.63)
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Chapter 3
Bulk and shear channel
correlators in Yang-Mills theory
Next, we move on to the first truly novel part of the thesis, i.e. the calculations presented
in the articles [1–3]. We begin our treatment by first defining the bulk and shear channel
correlation functions in the present chapter, as well as explaining, how it is possible to
extract information about their UV behavior without having to perform complicated
calculations. This section follows to a large extent the treatment of [2], as well as the
corresponding bulk channel calculation performed in [106].
It should be recalled that the UV limits of Green’s functions are interesting not
only as test cases of the eventual full computation (cf. the following two chapters for
the case of the spectral density), but also in their own right. It is namely exactly the
UV limit, in which perturbation theory can be expected to converge fastest, and where
lattice measurements of Euclidean correlators suffer the most from the existence of
physical divergences. Indeed, while the perturbative extraction of spectral functions is
important for all ω ∼ T , it is a very reasonable starting point to first consider the
limit of ω  T . This is most conveniently done with the help of the so-called Operator
Product Expansion (OPE), which reduces the UV limit of the correlator to a sum of
terms consisting of finite-temperature operators multiplying temperature independent
Wilson coefficients, containing the entire dependence of the quantity on the spatial
coordinates (or external momenta) [107]. In our NLO calculation, we determine the
values of several Wilson coefficients to unprecedented accuracy, in some cases confirming
earlier results of [108, 109]. The results can in addition be compared to similar lattice
and gauge/gravity calculations; see e.g. [110–120].
Finally, a somewhat independent motivation for our UV computations originates
from so-called sum rules, i.e. integral relations derived for Green’s functions based on
very general nonperturbative arguments. For the bulk and shear channels of Yang-Mills
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theory (and QCD), they have been discussed in quite some length e.g. in [113,115–117],
the ultimate purpose being to constrain the form of the nonperturbative spectral density
in different channels. As discussed in these references, the sum rules often contain a
constant term, which is most conveniently evaluated using perturbative methods. The
determination of these terms will be one of the side products of our calculation.
The present chapter is organized as follows. First, we define the correlation functions
we set out to calculate, and later follow the treatment of [2, 106] in explaining, what
types of integrals their NLO perturbative expressions contain. After this, we go through
the technical machinery needed in performing the OPE expansion, and in the end finally
display the results of the corresponding calculations.
3.1 Setup and definitions
All calculations presented in this thesis are performed in pure SU(Nc) Yang-Mills the-
ory, the Lagrangian of which is obtained from that of QCD, cf. section 1.2, by simply
removing the quarks from the theory. We work in the MS renormalization scheme, and
denote the corresponding renormalization scale by Λ¯2 ≡ 4piΛ2e−γE , suppressing from
the beginning all redundant factors of Λ2, which would in any case vanish in the final
renormalized results. The form of the energy-momentum tensor of the theory, discussed
in section 2.3.1, then reads
Tµν =
1
4
δµνF
a
αβF
a
αβ − F aµαF aνα . (3.1)
It is the correlation functions of this quantity we will be considering at some length
below.
3.1.1 Correlators in the bulk channel
In the bulk channel, we are interested in two separate correlation functions
Gθ(x) ≡ 〈 θ(x) θ(0) 〉T , Gχ(x) ≡ 〈χ(x)χ(0) 〉T , (3.2)
where the gauge invariant scalar and pseudoscalar operators read
θ ≡ cθ g2BF aµνF aµν , χ ≡ cχ µνρσg2BF aµνF aρσ , (3.3)
with the ci denoting in principle arbitrary normalization constants. The transport coef-
ficients that the corresponding spectral functions determine are the bulk viscosity and
the rate of anomalous chirality changing transitions, respectively. The corresponding
Fourier transforms to momentum space are finally defined as
G˜θ(P ) ≡
∫
x
e−iP ·xGθ(x) , G˜χ(P ) ≡
∫
x
e−iP ·xGχ(x) . (3.4)
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3.1.2 Correlators in the shear channel
In the shear channel, the object of our interest is 〈T12(x)T12(0)〉, but to evaluate it in the
most straightforward way we would like to be able to take advantage of the rotational
invariance of the system. To this end, we consider the tensorial decomposition of the
generic correlator (cf. [121])
Gµν,αβ(x) ≡ 〈Tµν(x) Tαβ(0)〉c , (3.5)
as well as the corresponding momentum space expression
G˜µν,αβ(P ) ≡
∫
x
e−iP ·xGµν,αβ(x) . (3.6)
In these equations, the symbol 〈. . .〉c stands for the connected part of the (thermal)
Euclidean correlator, while we have defined
∫
x ≡
∫ β
0 dτ
∫
x
, x ≡ (τ,x); P ≡ (pn,p);
pn ≡ 2piTn, n ∈ Z. It should finally be noted that the Fourier transform in eqs. (3.4)
and (3.6) is to be taken in D = 4 − 2 dimensions, as 1/ divergences, eventually
canceled by renormalization, will be frequently encountered.
To evaluate the shear channel correlator, we now introduce the projection operator
Xµν,αβ ≡ P TµνP Tαβ −
D − 2
2
(P TµαP
T
νβ + P
T
µβP
T
να) , (3.7)
where P Tµν is a symmetric projector orthogonal to the four-momentum as well as the
four vector U = (1,0),
P Tµν ≡ δµν −
PµPν + P
2UµUν − (UP ) (UµPν + UνPµ)
P 2 − (UP )2 , (3.8)
⇒ PµP Tµν = 0 = UµP Tµν , P TµαP Tαν = P Tµν , P Tµµ = D − 2 . (3.9)
Applying Xµν,αβ to the correlator in Eq. (3.6) and choosing the spatial momentum p
along the xD−1-direction, we obtain
Xµν,αβ G˜µν,αβ(P ) = −D(D − 2)(D − 3) G˜12,12(P ) , (3.10)
where we have indeed exploited rotational invariance in D−2 dimensions. As suggested
by this result, we define the Euclidean correlation function that we will evaluate below
by
Gη(x) ≡ 2c2ηXµν,αβ(x) 〈Tµν(x) Tαβ(0)〉c , (3.11)
where Xµν,αβ(x) denotes the corresponding projector in coordinate space and cη is yet
another arbitrary normalization constant. When we set D = 4 and choose the spatial
separation along the x3-direction, the correlator reduces to the simple expression
Gη(x) = −16c2η 〈T12(x) T12(0)〉c , (3.12)
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(i)
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(v) (vi) (vii)
Figure 3.1: The LO and NLO Feynman graphs contributing to the correlators of the energy
momentum tensor. The figure is taken from [106].
which is indeed the shear correlator of our interest.
With the help of eqs. (3.1) and (3.6), it is finally easy to verify that when written
in terms of fields, the momentum space shear correlator takes the form
G˜η(P ) = 2c
2
ηXµν,αβ
∫
x
e−iP ·x 〈F aµρ(x)F aνρ(x)F bασ(0)F bβσ(0)〉c . (3.13)
3.2 Correlators to next-to-leading order
In expanding the correlators of eqs. (3.6) and (3.13) to NLO in perturbation theory,
we follow standard procedures: We first expand the corresponding functional integral
to the desired order in g, then perform all necessary Wick contractions to generate the
one- and two-loop graphs of Fig. 3.1 (QGRAF [122] was used to check the result), and
finally perform the remaining Lorentz and color algebra. Keeping D unspecified for the
moment and using the gluon propagator in the covariant gauge with gauge parameter
ξ, we thereby obtain the following NLO expressions for the bulk channel correlators
G˜θ(P )
4dAc2θ
= g4B(D − 2)
[
−J 0a +
1
2
J 0b
]
+ g6BNc
{
2(D − 2)
[
−(D − 2)I0a + (D − 4)I0b
]
+ (D − 2)2
[
I0c − I0d
]
+
22 − 7D
3
I0f −
(D − 4)2
2
I0g + (D − 2)
[
−3I0e + 3I0h + 2I0i − I0j
]}
, (3.14)
G˜χ(P )
−16dAc2χ(D − 3)
= g4B(D − 2)
[
−J 0a +
1
2
J 0b
]
+ g6BNc
{
2(D − 2)
[
−I0a(D − 4)I0b
]
+ (D − 2)2
[
I0c − I0d
]
(3.15)
− 2D
2 − 17D + 42
3
I0f − 2(D − 4)I0g + (D − 2)
[
−3I0e + 3I0h + 2I0i − I0j
]}
,
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with gB standing for the bare coupling, and the master integrals defined in appendix A.
An important crosscheck of our calculations so far is that these results are independent
of the gauge parameter ξ. Implementing the above procedure for the shear correlation
function (3.13) yields similarly
G˜η(P )
4dAc2ηΛ
2
=
D(D − 2)(D − 3)
8
(
2J 0a − J 0b
)− (D − 2)(D − 3)J 2b
+ D(D − 3) (J 1a −J 1b )
+ g2BNc
{
D(D − 2)(D − 3)
4
(
2I0a + 4I1b + 2I2b + 4I1d + 12I2d + 2I0e
+ I2e + 4I3e − 3I1f − 4I0h − 4I1h + I3h − 4I1i − 4I2i − 2I3i + I0j
)
+
D(D − 2)
2
(
− I4e − 2I5e + 4I6e + 2I7e + 2I4h + I5h − 4I6h − 2I7h
)
− (D − 2)
2(D − 3)
4
(
DI0c −DI0d − 8I3d
)
+D(D − 3)
(
− 4I2h + 2I1j + I2j
)
− D(D − 6)
(
I5j + 2I6j
)
+
12 − 16D + 3D2
2
(
2I3j + I4j
)
+
D(D − 3)(3D − 10)
4
I1e
}
, (3.16)
with the master integrals again listed in appendix A.
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Having now identified the “master” sum integrals to be computed, the next step is
clearly to explicitly evaluate them. For the case of the spectral function, this process will
be explained in some detail in the next chapter, so here we restrict our attention to the
limit where the external momentum in the graphs is much larger than T , corresponding
to the OPE analysis explained above. Instead of going through the sum-integrals one
by one, we only consider one of them in detail. The rest of the computations can be
found from [2,106].
3.3.1 Example: The two-loop sum-integral I7h
The sum-integral we have chosen to study in detail is the most complicated one en-
countered in the shear channel calculation, namely
I7h ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R4(Q−R)2(R − P )2PT (Q)PT (Q−R) , (3.17)
where we have denoted PT (Q) ≡ QµQνP Tµν(P ) = q2 − (q · pˆ)2 with pˆ a unit vector
pointing in the direction of p. Our first step in its evaluation will be to perform the
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Matsubara sums, which is conveniently achieved via the well-known relation
T
∑
pn
F (pn) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dp
2pi
F (p) +
∫ ∞−i0+
−∞−i0+
dp
2pi
[F (p) + F (−p)]nB(ip) , (3.18)
producing after some straightforward algebra
I7h =
∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R4(Q−R)2(R− P )2PT (Q)PT (Q−R)
+
∫
q
nB(q)
q
[ ∫
R
(
P 2 fq
R2(Q−R)2(Q− P )2 −
P 2(1− rn/qn)
R2(Q−R)4(Q− P )2
− P
2(1− pn/qn)
R2(Q−R)2(Q− P )4
)
PT (R)PT (Q−R)
+
2P 2
R4(Q−R)2(R− P )2PT (Q)PT (Q−R)
+
P 2
(Q− P )4(Q−R)2(R− P )2PT (R)PT (Q−R)
]
Q
+
∫
q r
nB(q)
q
nB(r)
r
[
2
(
P 2 fq
(Q−R)2(Q− P )2 −
P 2(1− rn/qn)
(Q−R)4(Q− P )2
− P
2(1− pn/qn)
(Q−R)2(Q− P )4
)
PT (R)PT (Q−R)
+
2P 2
(Q+R− P )2(Q− P )4PT (R)PT (Q+R)
+
P 2
(R−Q− P )2(Q−R)4PT (Q)PT (R)
]
Q,R
, (3.19)
where we have, as usual, defined nB(q) ≡ 1/(eβq − 1) and let
∫
Q and
∫
q
stand for D
and D − 1 dimensional integrals, respectively. Observing the above result, we see that
it has been naturally split to three parts, corresponding to 0, 1 and 2 powers of the
Bose distribution function, while the function fq is associated with the appearance of
squared propagators via the identity
fq
nB(q)
q
= − 1
2q
d
dq
(
nB(q)
q
)
. (3.20)
Finally, the angular brackets appearing in eq. (3.19) stand for the expressions (cf. [106])
[. . .]Q ≡ 1
2
∑
qn=±iq
{. . .} , [. . .]Q,R ≡ 1
4
∑
qn=±iq
∑
rn=±ir
{. . .} . (3.21)
The parts of Eq. (3.19) proportional to 0, 1 and 2 Bose distribution functions
(not counting those inside fq) are from now on referred to as the 0-, 1- and 2-cut
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contributions, and the methods used to deal with them are different. Of the three,
the 0-cut piece corresponds to the vacuum (T = 0) correlator, and can be handled
using standard integration-by-parts identities and integral tables, conveniently collected
e.g. in the TARCERMathematica package [123]. This calculation can thus be performed
in a fully automated way.
The 1-cut part, on the other hand, involves a three-dimensional thermal integral,
in which the integrand is a one-loop vacuum amplitude. A crucial simplification in
the evaluation of its UV limit, which we are interested in, is that we may perform an
expansion in positive powers of the “on-shell” momentum Q,[
1
(Q−R)2
]
Q
=
[
1
R2
+
2Q · R
R4
+
4(Q · R)2
R6
+ · · ·
]
Q
, (3.22)
and similarly with R ↔ P . This relies on the fact that Q is on shell, i.e. Q2 = 0
inside the square brackets, while the corresponding three-momentum is cut off by the
Bose distribution function. Making use of the identity PT (Q−R) = PT (Q) +PT (R)−
2QµRνP
T
µν , theR integrals can then be reduced to basic vacuum integrals easily handled
within dimensional regularization, such as∫
R
1
(R2)m[(R− P )2]n =
(P 2)
D
2
−m−n
(4pi)
D
2
Γ(m+ n− D2 )Γ(D2 −m)Γ(D2 − n)
Γ(D −m−m)Γ(m)Γ(n) . (3.23)
In dealing with the remaining scalar products of Q and P , identities such as
[
(Q · P )2]
Q
= q2(
p2
D − 1 − p
2
n) , (q · p)2 =
q2p2
D − 1 , (3.24)
turn out to be very handy.
In the 2-cut part of the expression (3.19), one may similarly expand the propagators
1/(Q−P )2 and 1/(R−P )2 in inverse powers of P 2. Defining z ≡ q · r/(qr), qn ≡ σ iq,
rn ≡ ρ ir, with σ, ρ = ±, we then obtain an expression where the only propagator
involving two momenta is
1
(Q−R)2 =
1
2qr(ρσ − z) , (3.25)
leading to sums like
1
4
∑
ρ=±
∑
σ=±
1
ρσ − z =
z
1− z2 , (3.26)
1
4
∑
ρ=±
∑
σ=±
ρσ
ρσ − z =
1
1− z2 , (3.27)
1
4
∑
ρ=±
∑
σ=±
ρ
(ρσ − z)n =
1
4
∑
ρ=±
∑
σ=±
σ
(ρσ − z)n = 0 , (3.28)
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and their derivatives.
The remaining task is then to perform the angular integrations. The terms odd in
q and r vanish due to antisymmetry, and fixing the direction of r, we can write the
remaining ones in terms of z-averages, such as〈
qˆ · rˆ qˆ
1− z2
〉
qˆ
= rˆ
〈
z2
1− z2
〉
z
=
rˆ
D − 4 , (3.29)
where we have made use of rotational invariance and the dimensionally regularized
angular integration measure. The other z-averages encountered in the calculation are〈
1
1− z2
〉
z
=
D − 3
D − 4 , (3.30)〈
1
(1− z2)2
〉
z
=
(D − 3)(D − 5)
(D − 4)(D − 6) , (3.31)
while the averages over the angle between r and p we need read
〈
(rˆ · pˆ)2〉
rˆ
=
1
D − 1 ,
〈
(rˆ · pˆ)4〉
rˆ
=
3
D2 − 1 . (3.32)
Finally, for clarity of presentation, we wish to remove all n2B(q) terms from the result,
which is most conveniently achieved by utilizing the integration by parts identity∫
q
nB(q)q
n−1fq =
D − 3 + n
2
∫
q
nB(q)q
n−3 . (3.33)
Setting D = 4− 2, this leads us to the final result for the UV limit of the sum-integral
I7h = −
2−12+6pi−
5
2
+2
(
83 − 242 + 8+ 13) csc(2pi)Γ2(2− )
(1 + )Γ
(
7
2 − 
)
Γ (5− 3)
(
Λ2
P 2
)2
P 4
+
∫
q
nB(q)
q
4−3+pi−1+ csc(pi)Γ(3− )
(3− 2)(5 − 2)Γ(2− 2)
(
Λ2
P 2
)
×
[
P 2 − 4(8
4 − 483 + 1032 − 95+ 31)
(2− )(3− 2) q
2 + 2(1 + )q2
1
P 2
(
p2
3− 2 − p
2
n
)]
+
∫
q r
nB(q)
q
nB(r)
r
(1− )(1 − 2)(2− )
(1 + )(3− 2)(5 − 2)
[
3r2
q2
+
23 − 52 + − 1
2(1− 2)(2− )
]
= − 13
1440
(
1

+
5407
780
)(
Λ¯2
P 2
)2
P 4
(4pi)4
+
1
15(4pi)2
∫
q
nB(q)
q
[
3P 2 − 62q2
6
+
(
P 2
2
− 31q
2
3
)
ln
Λ¯2
P 2
+
q2
P 2
(
p2
3
− p2n
)
+
47P 2
60
+
154q2
45
]
−
∫
q r
nB(q)
q
nB(r)
r
[
1
30
−
(
29
450
+
2r2
5q2
)]
+O() , (3.34)
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where we have in the last stage performed an expansion in  and again chosen the MS
scheme.
Results for the other sum-integrals, as well as for the full correlator of eqs. (3.14)–
(3.16), can be obtained in a fully analogous way.
3.3.2 The results
Implementing the strategies explained above to all of the integrals appearing in the
bulk and shear correlators in eqs. (3.14)-(3.16), their UV expansions become
G˜θ(P )
4dAc
2
θg
4Λ2
=
P 4
(4pi)2
{(
Λ¯
P
)2 [
1

+ 1
](
1− g
2Nc
(4pi)2
22
3
)
+
g2Nc
(4pi)2
(
Λ¯
P
)4 [
11
32
+
95
6
]}
+
8
P 2
(
p2
3
− p2n
)[
1 +
g2Nc
(4pi)2
(
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
P 2
+
203
18
)]∫
q
nB(q)q
− 4g2Nc
[
3
P 2
(
p2
3
− p2n
)
+ 1
] ∫
qr
nB(q)
q
nB(r)
r
+O
(
g4,
1
P 2
)
, (3.35)
G˜χ(P )
−16dAc2χg4Λ2
=
P 4
(4pi)2
{(
Λ¯
P
)2 [
1

− 1
](
1− g
2Nc
(4pi)2
22
3
)
+
g2Nc
(4pi)2
(
Λ¯
P
)4
×
[
11
32
+
25
2
]}
+
8
P 2
(
p2
3
− p2n
)[
1 +
g2Nc
(4pi)2
(
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
P 2
+
347
18
)]∫
q
nB(q)q
− 4g2Nc
[
3
P 2
(
p2
3
− p2n
)
− 1
] ∫
qr
nB(q)
q
nB(r)
r
+O
(
g4,
1
P 2
)
, (3.36)
G˜η(P )
4dAc2η
=
P 4
(4pi)2
{
− 2
5
(
Λ¯
P
)2 [
1

− 13
5
]
+
g2Nc
(4pi)2
(
Λ¯
P
)4 [
4
9
− 206
135
+
24ζ(3)
5
]}
−
[
8
3
+
8
P 2
(
p2
3
− p2n
)
− 8
9
g2Nc
(4pi)2
(
22 +
41
P 2
(
p2
3
− p2n
))]∫
q
nB(q)q
+ g2Nc
[
20
3
+
12
P 2
(
p2
3
− p2n
)]∫
qr
nB(q)
q
nB(r)
r
+O
(
g4,
1
P 2
)
, (3.37)
where we have switched from the bare to the physical coupling using the relation
g2B = g
2Λ2
[
1− g
2b0

+ . . .
]
. (3.38)
There are several interesting things to note about the above results. First, their
T = 0 parts agree with the previous results of [124, 125]. Furthermore, while the bulk
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channel results require renormalization of the coupling constant in order for their finite-
temperature pieces to become finite, this is not true for the shear correlator, where all
1/ divergences automatically cancel. This in particular implies that there are no logs
of P 2 in the thermal terms, suggesting that the UV expansion of the corresponding
thermal spectral function only starts at a relatively high order in a 1/ω expansion.
3.4 OPE expansion
As suggested above, the form of our results for the UV correlators allows for an inter-
pretation of their T -dependent parts, denoted here by ∆G˜x(P ), in terms of an operator
product expansion (OPE). Utilizing standard thermodynamics formulae for quantities
such as the pressure and energy density, this leads us to the bulk channel results
∆G˜θ(P )
4c2θg
4
=
3
P 2
(
p2
3
− p2n
)[
1 +
g2Nc
(4pi)2
(
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
P 2
+
203
18
)
)]
(e+ p)(T )
− 2
g2b0
[
1 + g2b0 ln
Λ¯2
ζθP 2
]
(e− 3p)(T ) +O
(
g4,
1
P 2
)
, (3.39)
∆G˜χ(P )
−16c2χg4
=
3
P 2
(
p2
3
− p2n
)[
1 +
g2Nc
(4pi)2
(
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
P 2
+
347
18
)
)]
(e+ p)(T )
+
2
g2b0
[
1 + g2b0 ln
Λ¯2
ζχP 2
]
(e− 3p)(T ) +O
(
g4,
1
P 2
)
. (3.40)
Here, we have used the thermodynamic identities
(e+ p)(T ) =
8dA
3
[∫
q
nB(q)q − 3g
2Nc
2
∫
qr
nB(q)
q
nB(r)
r
]
, (3.41)
(e− 3p)(T ) = 2dAg4b0Nc
∫
q r
nB(q)
q
nB(r)
r
. (3.42)
Likewise, the shear correlator in (3.37) can be written in the same fashion, reading
∆G˜η(P )
4c2η
= −
{
1 +
3
P 2
(
p2
3
− p2n
)
− 1
3
g2Nc
(4pi)2
(
22 +
41
P 2
(
p2
3
− p2n
))}
(e+ p)(T )
+
4
3g2b0
(e− 3p)(T )
{
1− g2b0 ln ζ12
}
+O
(
g4,
1
P 2
)
. (3.43)
The values of the T -independent constants ζθ and ζχ in eqs. (3.39) and (3.40) as well
as the ζ12 appearing in Eq. (3.43) can be fixed with NNLO (3-loop) calculations.
The results given above can be used in several applications, such as determining the
UV limits of the corresponding spectral densities and Euclidean correlators, as well as
for checking sum rules. We will, however, skip these phenomenological considerations
for now, and rather return to them only after having derived results for the entire
spectral functions in the following chapter.
Chapter 4
Thermal spectral functions:
Methods
We have already learned that spectral functions play an important role in the analysis
of the QGP, in particular because various transport coefficients can be determined from
their zero frequency limits. Even though a lot of effort has been put into the lattice
determination of these quantities, (see e.g. the “Maximum Entropy Method” of [126]),
large model dependent uncertainties still remain in the current lattice estimates of
e.g. the bulk and shear viscosities [41,42]. To this end, any progress in the extraction
of spectral functions from the corresponding Euclidean correlators would clearly be
highly welcome.
A promising step in the above direction was recently taken in [43], where a model
independent method was proposed for performing the analytic continuation necessary
to obtain the spectral function using eq. (2.24). In particular, it was shown that after
an analytical subtraction of the UV divergent part of the quantity, the spectral function
should be obtainable without any extra assumptions on its shape. The method was later
applied to the determination of the flavor diffusion coefficient of QCD in [44], where
it was additionally pointed out that for the practical feasibility of the strategy, it is
important to have as much prior analytical understanding of the short distance behav-
ior of the spectral density as possible. Such insights are clearly most easily accessible
through perturbative calculations.
Having the ultimate goal of a nonperturbative extraction of the bulk and shear
viscosities in mind, we will now set out to consider the perturbative evaluation of the
corresponding spectral densities, hoping that the results will eventually find use in
the analytic continuation of lattice data to Minkowskian signature. As in the previous
chapter, we will work to NLO in perturbation theory, complementing earlier works (in
other channels) such as [127–137]. While many of these references have made important
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technical advances, our goal will also be to systematize the calculation of NLO spectral
functions to as large an extent as possible. We will begin this from the bulk channel
of pure Yang-Mills theory (cf. [1]), after which we continue to the somewhat more
complicated shear channel, considered in [3]. All of our calculations will be performed
assuming the external three-momentum to vanish.
4.1 Bulk channel
In the bulk channel, the determination of the spectral densities reduces to the evalu-
ation of the sum-integrals appearing in eqs. (3.14)–(3.15), of which we must take the
imaginary parts according to
ρ(ω) ≡ Im
[
G˜(P )
]
P→(−i[ω+i0+],0)
. (4.1)
In order to explain our method as clearly as possible, we again take just one integral
under consideration, choosing as a representative example I0j (cf. also appendix A of
ref. [1]),
I0j (P ) ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 6
Q2R2[(Q−R)2 + λ2](Q− P )2(R− P )2 . (4.2)
The parameter λ appearing here has been introduced to regulate unphysical IR di-
vergences encountered upon splitting the integral to several parts; when adding these
terms together at the end of the computation, the limit λ→ 0 can finally be taken.
4.1.1 Matsubara sums and discontinuities
The very first step in the evaluation of the integral is again to carry out the Matsubara
sums appearing in eq. (4.2). This is most conveniently achieved via the use of the
relation
T
∑
pn
e±pnσ
p2n + p
2
=
np
2p
[
e(β−|σ mod 2β|)p + e|σ mod 2β|p
]
,−β ≤ σ mod 2β ≤ β , (4.3)
where we have introduced the notation
nE ≡ nB(E) . (4.4)
Making next use of the formula
βδpn =
∫ β
0
dσeipnσ , (4.5)
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and performing the resulting integrations leads to a result composed of products of
terms of the form
1
ipn +
∑
k σkEk
, σk = ±1 , Ek ∈ {Eq, Er, Eq−p, Er−p, Eq−r} . (4.6)
This makes it easy to perform the analytic continuation P → (−i[ω+ i0+],0) and take
the imaginary part of the result using the standard relation
1
ω ± i0+ = P
(
1
ω
)
∓ ipiδ(ω) , (4.7)
with P standing for the principal value.
Following along the above lines, we obtain for the “master spectral function” cor-
responding to the master integral I0j
ρ
I0
j
(ω) =
∫
q,r
ω6pi
4qrEqr
{
(4.8)
1
8q2
[
δ(ω − 2q)− δ(ω + 2q)
]
×
×
[(
1
(q + r − Eqr)(q + r) −
1
(q − r + Eqr)(q − r)
)
(1 + 2nq)(nqr − nr)
+
(
1
(q + r + Eqr)(q + r)
− 1
(q − r − Eqr)(q − r)
)
(1 + 2nq)(1 + nqr + nr)
]
+
1
8r2
[
δ(ω − 2r)− δ(ω + 2r)
]
×
×
[(
1
(q + r − Eqr)(q + r) −
1
(q − r − Eqr)(q − r)
)
(1 + 2nr)(nqr − nq)
+
(
1
(q + r + Eqr)(q + r)
− 1
(q − r + Eqr)(q − r)
)
(1 + 2nr)(1 + nqr + nq)
]
+
[
δ(ω − q − r − Eqr)− δ(ω + q + r + Eqr)
] (1 + nqr)(1 + nq + nr) + nqnr
(q + r + Eqr)2(q − r + Eqr)(q − r − Eqr)
+
[
δ(ω − q − r + Eqr)− δ(ω + q + r − Eqr)
] nqr(1 + nq + nr)− nqnr
(q + r − Eqr)2(q − r + Eqr)(q − r − Eqr)
+
[
δ(ω − q + r − Eqr)− δ(ω + q − r + Eqr)
] nr(1 + nq + nqr)− nqnqr
(q − r + Eqr)2(q + r + Eqr)(q + r − Eqr)
+
[
δ(ω + q − r − Eqr)− δ(ω − q + r + Eqr)
] nq(1 + nr + nqr)− nrnqr
(q − r − Eqr)2(q + r + Eqr)(q + r − Eqr)
}
.
Here, we have denoted
Eq ≡ q , Er ≡ r , Eqr ≡
√
(q− r)2 + λ2 , (4.9)
and neglected all terms proportional to ωnδ(ω) as uninteresting for our current pur-
poses.
With the above expression at hand, we are able to divide the spectral function to
three distinct parts based on the physical origin of the different contributions. The
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Figure 4.1: Examples of the physical amplitudes contained in eq. (4.8). Left: “virtual correc-
tions” or “factorized integrals”. Right: “real corrections” or “phase space integrals”. The figure
is taken from [1].
first two structures of (4.8), with simple δ-function constraints, will be referred to as
“factorized” (fz) integrals, corresponding physically to virtual corrections. The latter
four structures, with more complicated δ-constraints, are on the other hand labeled
“phase space” (ps) integrals, corresponding to real processes as depicted in fig. 4.1.
The factorized integrals are finally further divided to “powerlike” (fz,p) integrals with-
out Boltzmann suppression at large momenta, and “exponential” (fz,e) integrals with
associated Boltzmann factors.
The factorized and phase space integrals are both separately divergent (or ill-
defined) in the limit λ → 0 due to the appearance of “soft”, “collinear” and “thermal
infrared” divergences (cf. [137]). Below, we will evaluate each of them keeping λ 6= 0,
after which we sum the results together and take the limit λ→ 0.
4.1.2 Factorized powerlike integrals
Starting with the factorized integrals, it is clear that the symmetry q ↔ r allows us to
combine the first two terms of eq. (4.8). Picking δ(ω−2r) as a representative and using
the fact that ω > 0, we first use the trivial relation∫
r
piδ(ω − 2r) = ω
2
16pi
, (4.10)
and later deal with the q-integral writing
∫
q
1
2qEqr
=
1
4pi2ω
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ E+qr
E−qr
dEqr , E
±
qr ≡
√(
q ± ω
2
)2
+ λ2 . (4.11)
Using these variables, the factorized powerlike integral can be expressed in the form
ρ
(fz,p)
I0j
(ω) ≡ ω
4
(4pi)3
(1 + 2nω
2
)
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ E+qr
E−qr
dEqr
{
P
[
1
(q + ω2 + Eqr)(q +
ω
2 )
− 1
(q − ω2 + Eqr)(q − ω2 )
]}
. (4.12)
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While we could in principle immediately integrate over the variable Eqr, we have
learned that it is easier to take the limit λ → 0 if we change the order of integrations
through ∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ √(q+ω
2
)2+λ2
√
(q−ω
2
)2+λ2
dEqr =
∫ ∞
λ
dEqr
∫ ω
2
+
√
E2qr−λ2
|ω
2
−
√
E2qr−λ2|
dq . (4.13)
Denoting the inner integration variable as r and the outer one as q, eq. (4.12) can be
easily fractioned to read
ρ
(fz,p)
I0j
(ω) =
ω4
(4pi)3
(1 + 2nω
2
)
∫ ∞
λ
dq
q
∫ ω
2
+
√
q2−λ2
|ω
2
−
√
q2−λ2|
dr
{
P
[
1
r + ω2
− 1
q + r + ω2
− 1
r − ω2
+
1
q + r − ω2
]}
. (4.14)
This leads us to the result
ρ
(fz,p)
I0j
(ω) =
ω4
(4pi)3
(1 + 2nω
2
)
{
∫ √(ω
2
)2+λ2
λ
dq
q
ln
∣∣∣∣q +
√
q2 − λ2
q −
√
q2 − λ2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ω +
√
q2 − λ2
ω −
√
q2 − λ2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ω + q −
√
q2 − λ2
ω + q +
√
q2 − λ2
∣∣∣∣ (4.15)
+
∫ ∞
√
(ω
2
)2+λ2
dq
q
ln
∣∣∣∣(q +
√
q2 − λ2)2
q2 − λ2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
√
q2 − λ2 + ω
q +
√
q2 − λ2 + ω
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
√
q2 − λ2 − ω
q +
√
q2 − λ2 − ω
∣∣∣∣},
where
√
(ω2 )
2 + λ2 is a solution of |ω2 −
√
q2 − λ2|=0. Sending finally λ → 0 every-
where, where this doesn’t lead to divergences, we obtain as the final result of the (fz,p)
contribution
ρ
(fz,p)
I0j
(ω) ≈ ω
4
(4pi)3
(1 + 2nω
2
)
∫ ω
2
λ
dq
q
ln
∣∣∣∣q +
√
q2 − λ2
q −
√
q2 − λ2
∣∣∣∣ . (4.16)
4.1.3 Factorized exponential integrals
The factorized exponential integrals are dealt with in a fashion similar to the (fz,p)
contributions. The same change of ordering as in eq. (4.13) is performed to keep all
Bose distribution functions in the outer integral. After renaming the integral variables
as q and r, the relevant part of eq. (4.8) becomes
ρ
(fz,e)
I0j
(ω) ≡ ω
4
(4pi)3
(1 + 2nω
2
)
∫ ∞
0
dq nq
∫ √(q+ω
2
)2+λ2
√
(q−ω
2
)2+λ2
dr
{
P
[
1
(q + r + ω2 )(q +
ω
2 )
− 1
(q + r − ω2 )(q − ω2 )
+
1
(q − r − ω2 )(q − ω2 )
− 1
(q − r + ω2 )(q + ω2 )
]}
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+
ω4
(4pi)3
(1 + 2nω
2
)
∫ ∞
λ
dq nq
∫ ω
2
+
√
q2−λ2
|ω
2
−
√
q2−λ2|
dr
{
P
[
1
(q + r + ω2 )(r +
ω
2 )
− 1
(q + r − ω2 )(r − ω2 )
+
1
(q − r + ω2 )(r − ω2 )
− 1
(q − r − ω2 )(r + ω2 )
]}
. (4.17)
The latter term is again partially fractioned to have a form similar to eq. (4.14). Inte-
grating over r, this quickly leads to the result
ρ
(fz,e)
I0j
(ω) =
ω4
(4pi)3
(1 + 2nω
2
)
{
(4.18)∫ ∞
0
dq nqP
[
1
q + ω2
ln
∣∣∣∣ λ22qω − λ2
∣∣∣∣+ 1q − ω2 ln
∣∣∣∣ λ22qω + λ2
∣∣∣∣ ]
+
∫ ∞
λ
dq nq
[
1
q
ln
∣∣∣∣q + λ2ω +
√
q2 − λ2
q + λ
2
ω −
√
q2 − λ2
∣∣∣∣+ 1q ln
∣∣∣∣q − λ2ω +
√
q2 − λ2
q − λ2ω −
√
q2 − λ2
∣∣∣∣ ]} .
4.1.4 Phase space integrals
In the last four structures of eq. (4.8), we again rewrite the integration measure by
substituting the angle between q and r for Eqr:∫
q,r
pi
4qrEqr
=
2
(4pi)3
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ ∞
0
dr
∫ E+qr
E−qr
dEqr , E
±
qr ≡
√
(q ± r)2 + λ2 . (4.19)
It is also convenient to factor out a common nqnrnqr from the Bose distributions,
yielding
(1 + nqr)(1 + nq + nr) + nqnr = nqnrnqr
(
eq+r+Eqr − 1) , (4.20)
nqr(1 + nq + nr)− nqnr = nqnrnqr
(
eq+r − eEqr) , (4.21)
nr(1 + nq + nqr)− nqnqr = nqnrnqr
(
eq+Eqr − er) , (4.22)
nq(1 + nr + nqr)− nrnqr = nqnrnqr
(
er+Eqr − eq) . (4.23)
For the case of 0 < λ < ω, only four of the δ-constraints get realized, and we can rewrite
the integrals in the form
ρ
(ps)
I0j
(ω) ≡ 2ω
4
(4pi)3
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ ∞
0
dr
∫ E+qr
E−qr
dEqr nqnrnqr
{
(i)
δ(ω − q − r − Eqr)
(2r − ω)(2q − ω)
(
1− eq+r+Eqr
)
(ii) +
δ(ω − q − r + Eqr)
(2r − ω)(2q − ω)
(
eEqr − eq+r
)
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Figure 4.2: The original integration ranges for the phase space integrals, evaluated for λ = ω/10
(eqs. (4.25)–(4.27)). The figure is taken from [1].
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Figure 4.3: The same integration ranges after the shifts in eqs. (4.31)–(4.33) have been imple-
mented, displayed again for λ = ω/10. The dashed line indicates the diagonal q = r, which can
be used to reflect all integrations to the octant q ≥ r. Also this figure has been taken from [1].
(iii) +
δ(ω + q − r − Eqr)
(2r − ω)(2q + ω)
(
er+Eqr − eq
)
(iv) +
δ(ω − q + r − Eqr)
(2r + ω)(2q − ω)
(
eq+Eqr − er
)}
, (4.24)
where the denominators can be simplified using the constraints given by the δ-functions.
It is also easy to see that the terms labeled by (iii) and (iv) are in fact equivalent and
can be combined.
Making next use of the restrictions coming from the δ-functions, we note that the
following general relations hold as long as ω > λ:
(i)
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ ∞
0
dr
∫ E+qr
E−qr
dEqr δ(ω − q − r − Eqr)φ(q, r, Eqr)
=
∫ ω2−λ2
2ω
0
dq
∫ ω(ω−2q)−λ2
2(ω−2q)
ω(ω−2q)−λ2
2ω
dr φ(q, r, ω − q − r) ,
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(ii)
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ ∞
0
dr
∫ E+qr
E−qr
dEqr δ(ω − q − r + Eqr)φ(q, r, Eqr)
=
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq
∫ ∞
ω(2q−ω)+λ2
2(2q−ω)
dr φ(q, r,−ω + q + r) , (4.26)
(iii)
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ ∞
0
dr
∫ E+qr
E−qr
dEqr δ(ω + q − r − Eqr)φ(q, r, Eqr)
=
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ ω(ω+2q)−λ2
2ω
ω(ω+2q)−λ2
2(ω+2q)
dr φ(q, r, ω + q − r) , (4.27)
with the integration ranges illustrated in fig. 4.2. Implementing here the changes of
variables
(i) : q → ω
2
− q , r → ω
2
− r , (4.28)
(ii) : q → ω
2
+ q , r → ω
2
+ r , (4.29)
(iii) : q → −ω
2
+ q , r → ω
2
+ r , (4.30)
the integration ranges appearing in eqs. (4.25)–(4.27) can be further converted into
(i)
∫ ω2−λ2
2ω
0
dq
∫ ω(ω−2q)−λ2
2(ω−2q)
ω(ω−2q)−λ2
2ω
dr φ(q, r, ω − q − r)
=
∫ ω
2
λ2
2ω
dq
∫ ω(ω−2q)+λ2
2ω
λ2
4q
dr φ
(ω
2
− q, ω
2
− r, q + r
)
, (4.31)
(ii)
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq
∫ ∞
ω(2q−ω)+λ2
2(2q−ω)
dr φ(q, r,−ω + q + r)
=
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ ∞
λ2
4q
dr φ
(ω
2
+ q,
ω
2
+ r, q + r
)
, (4.32)
(iii)
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ ω(ω+2q)−λ2
2ω
ω(ω+2q)−λ2
2(ω+2q)
dr φ(q, r, ω + q − r)
=
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq
∫ ω(2q−ω)−λ2
2ω
−λ2
4q
dr φ
(
q − ω
2
,
ω
2
+ r, q − r
)
, (4.33)
illustrated in fig. 4.3. This allows us to simplify eq. (4.24) to the form
ρ
(ps)
I0j
(ω) =
ω4
2(4pi)3
(eω − 1)
{
(i) −
∫ ω
2
λ2
2ω
dq
∫ ω(ω−2q)+λ2
2ω
λ2
4q
dr P
(
1
qr
)
nω
2
−q nω
2
−r nq+r
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(ii) −
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ ∞
λ2
4q
dr P
(
1
qr
)
nω
2
+q nω
2
+r nq+re
q+r
(iii) +
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq
∫ ω(2q−ω)−λ2
2ω
−λ2
4q
dr P
(
2
qr
)
nq−ω
2
nω
2
+r nq−r eq−
ω
2
}
, (4.34)
where in the cases (i) and (ii), we can finally reflect the ranges q < r to q > r, as
indicated in fig. 4.3. After these manipulations, all integrations only start at a nonzero
value of q, and explicit IR divergences are averted.
So far we have made no approximations concerning the value of λ in the phase space
integrals (apart from assuming that λ < ω). For practical reasons, it is, however, useful
to rearrange the result somewhat at this point, separating from it a simple part that
contains all the terms divergent in the λ→ 0 limit and allowing to set the parameter to
zero in the rest. The divergences that need to be subtracted have two separate origins:
they either come from a prefactor 1/r or from an IR divergent Bose distribution function
nq+r (or nq−ω
2
in the case (iii)). To handle the latter, we subtract from the integrand a
term of the form αnq+r/(qr), where α is the “residue” of this structure at the origin;
the subtracted term can then be integrated analytically by changing variables from
(q, r) to (x, y) ≡ (q + r, q − r) and carrying out the subsequent integration over y. To
handle the remaining 1/r-divergences, we again subtract a term β(q)/(qr), where β(q)
is an r = 0 “residue”. After these subtractions, the remaining integral is observed to
remain finite upon taking the limit λ→ 0.
Following the recipe described above, we now proceed to separate the divergent
parts of the integrals using the identities
nω
2
−q nω
2
−r nq+r(1− eω)
= −(1 + 2nω
2
)[
1 + nq+r + nω
2
−q + (1 + nω
2
−r)
nq+rnω
2
−q
n2r
]
, (4.35)
nω
2
+q nω
2
+r nq+r e
q+r(1− eω)
= (1 + 2nω
2
)
[
−nq+r + nq+ω
2
− (1 + nq+ω
2
)
nq+rnr+ω
2
n2r
]
, (4.36)
nq−ω
2
nω
2
+r nq−r eq−
ω
2 (eω − 1)
= (1 + 2nω
2
)
[
nq−ω
2
− nq − nq−ω
2
(1 + nq−r)(nq − nr+ω
2
)
nrn−ω
2
]
(4.37)
in the cases (i), (ii), and (iii), respectively. In each of these cases, the IR divergent
parts turn out to be contained in the terms consisting of only one distribution function
(or just unity) in the square brackets, which are quite straightforward to handle.
The next step is clearly to carry out the divergent integrals. The terms coming with
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ω / 2
ω / 2
r
q
q
max
Figure 4.4: An integration range for which a substitution of the type in eq. (4.39) can be
carried out. The figure is taken from [1].
a factor nq+r are dealt with using the variables (x, y) = (q + r, q − r), producing
I ≡
∫ qmax
λ
2
dq
q
∫ rmax(q)
λ2
4q
dr
r
φ(q + r, q − r) (4.38)
=
∫ xmax
λ
dx
x
∫ √x2−λ2
0
dy
(
1
x+ y
+
1
x− y
)
φ(x, y) |xmax=qmax+rmax(qmax) ,
as illustrated in fig. 4.4. In the case under consideration, the function φ is independent
of the variable y, i.e. φ(x, y) ≡ φ(x), implying that the integral over y can be carried
out trivially. This leads to the result
I =
∫ xmax
λ
dx
x
ln
∣∣∣∣∣x+
√
x2 − λ2
x−√x2 − λ2
∣∣∣∣∣φ(x) , (4.39)
which finds direct use in cases (i) and (ii). Dealing with the 1/r terms using the relations∫ q
λ2
4q
dr P
(1
r
)
= ln
∣∣∣∣4q2λ2
∣∣∣∣ , (4.40)
∫ ω(ω−2q)+λ2
2ω
λ2
4q
dr P
(1
r
)
= ln
∣∣∣∣2q[ω(ω − 2q) + λ2]ωλ2
∣∣∣∣ . (4.41)
and taking λ→ 0 whenever possible, the three phase space integrals of eq. (4.34) then
become
ρ
(ps)
I0j ,(i)
(ω) ≈ ω
4
(4pi)3
(
1 + 2nω
2
){∫ ω
2
λ
dq
q
(1 + nq) ln
∣∣∣∣q −
√
q2 − λ2
q +
√
q2 − λ2
∣∣∣∣
+
∫ ω
4
λ
2
dq
q
nω
2
−q ln
∣∣∣∣ λ24q2
∣∣∣∣+ ∫ ω2
ω
4
dq
q
nω
2
−q ln
∣∣∣∣ ωλ22q[ω(ω − 2q) + λ2]
∣∣∣∣
−
∫ ω
2
0
dq
q
nω
2
−q
∫ ω
4
−|q−ω
4
|
0
dr
r
nq+r(1 + nω
2
−r)
n2r
}
, (4.42)
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ρ
(ps)
I0j ,(ii)
(ω) ≈ ω
4
(4pi)3
(1 + 2nω
2
)
{∫ ∞
λ
dq
q
nq ln
∣∣∣∣q −
√
q2 − λ2
q +
√
q2 − λ2
∣∣∣∣ (4.43)
+
∫ ∞
λ
2
dq
q
nq+ω
2
ln
∣∣∣∣4q2λ2
∣∣∣∣− ∫ ∞
0
dq
q
(
1 + nq+ω
2
) ∫ q
0
dr
r
nq+rnr+ω
2
n2r
}
,
ρ
(ps)
I0j ,(iii)
(ω) ≈ ω
4
(4pi)3
(
1 + 2nω
2
){∫ ∞
ω
2
dq
q
(
nq−ω
2
− nq
)
ln
∣∣∣∣2q[ω(ω − 2q) + λ2]ωλ2
∣∣∣∣
−
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq
q
nq−ω
2
∫ q−ω
2
0
dr
r
(1 + nq−r)(nq − nr+ω
2
)
nrn−ω
2
}
. (4.44)
Here, we have renamed x as q after having applied the relations (4.39) and (4.39), and
used “≈” as a reminder of having set λ→ 0 wherever possible.
4.1.5 Final result
Adding up the (fz) and (ps) parts from above, we see that the result for the entire
master sum-integral can be divided to 0-, 1-, and 2-dimensional integrals. Performing
some minor reshufflings of the terms, and changing variables so that in the 1d integrals
all Bose distribution functions have q as their argument, all of the λ → 0 divergences
can be seen to cancel. The spectral function thereby boils down to the relatively simple
expression
(4pi)3ρI0j
(ω)
ω4(1 + 2nω
2
)
=∫ ω
4
0
dq nq
[( 1
q − ω2
− 1
q
)
ln
(
1− 2q
ω
)
−
ω
2
q(q + ω2 )
ln
(
1 +
2q
ω
)]
+
∫ ω
2
ω
4
dq nq
[( 2
q − ω2
− 1
q
)
ln
(
1− 2q
ω
)
−
ω
2
q(q + ω2 )
ln
(
1 +
2q
ω
)
− 1
q − ω2
ln
(2q
ω
)]
+
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq nq
[( 2
q − ω2
− 2
q
)
ln
(2q
ω
− 1
)
−
ω
2
q(q + ω2 )
ln
(
1 +
2q
ω
)
−
ω
2
q(q − ω2 )
ln
(2q
ω
)]
+
∫ ω
2
0
dq
∫ ω
4
−|q−ω
4
|
0
dr
(
− 1
qr
)
nω
2
−q nq+r(1 + nω
2
−r)
n2r
+
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq
∫ q−ω
2
0
dr
(
− 1
qr
)
nq−ω
2
(1 + nq−r)(nq − nr+ω
2
)
nrn−ω
2
+
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ q
0
dr
(
− 1
qr
)
(1 + nq+ω
2
)nq+rnr+ω
2
n2r
+ O(λ lnλ) , (4.45)
from which the 0d parts have furthermore altogether vanished.
Results for all other bulk channel master integrals follow in a highly analogous
fashion, and can be found from [1].
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4.2 Shear channel
In the shear channel, we are faced with the challenge of evaluating the master in-
tegrals appearing in eq. (3.16). While the techniques we use here are to a large ex-
tent rather straightforward generalizations of the ones already introduced in the above
bulk channel calculation, there are in addition some new types of problems that need
to be addressed. These are in most cases related to the appearance of the functions
PT (Q) ≡ QµQνP Tµν(P ) = q2− (q · pˆ)2 as well as squared propagators in the integrands,
as is evident from the list of master integrals given in appendix A.
A major simplification originates from the fact that we have chosen to work in the
limit of vanishing external three-momenta. This implies that we can take advantage of
rotational invariance in D − 1 dimensions and use the results
〈pˆipˆj〉pˆ =
1
D − 1δij , (4.46)
〈pˆipˆjpˆkpˆl〉pˆ =
1
D2 − 1 (δijδkl + δikδjl + δilδjk) (4.47)
to make the following substitutions in the integrands of all master integrals:
PT (Q)→ D − 2
D − 1q
2 , P 2T (Q)→
D(D − 2)
D2 − 1 q
4 ,
PT (Q)PT (R)→ D
2 − 2D − 2
D2 − 1 q
2r2 +
2
D2 − 1(q · r)
2 , (4.48)
This “scalarization” turns out to be extremely useful in our considered computations.
Next, we introduce the notation
ρJ nx (ω) ≡
∫
q
fJ nx , ρInx (ω) ≡
∫
q,r
fInx , (4.49)
listing the integrands fJ 0x and fI0x , corresponding to the bulk channel integrals, in
appendix B. Making use of the replacements of eq. (4.48), we then immediately obtain
the results
fJ 1b = −
D − 2
D − 1
q2
ω2
fJ 0b , fJ 2b =
D(D − 2)
D2 − 1
q4
ω4
fJ 0b , (4.50)
fI1b = −
D − 2
D − 1
q2
ω2
fI0b , fI2b = −
D − 2
D − 1
r2
ω2
fI0b , (4.51)
fI1d = −
D − 2
D − 1
q2
ω2
fI0d , fI2d = −
D − 2
D − 1
r2
ω2
fI0d , (4.52)
fI3d =
D(D − 2)
D2 − 1
r4
ω4
fI0d , fI1f = −
D − 2
D − 1
q2
ω2
fI0f , (4.53)
fI1h = −
D − 2
D − 1
q2
ω2
fI0h , fI2h = −
D − 2
D − 1
r2
ω2
fI0h , (4.54)
fI1j = −
D − 2
D − 1
q2
ω2
fI0j , fI2j = −
D − 2
D − 1
E2qr − λ2
ω2
fI0j , (4.55)
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fI3j =
D(D − 2)
D2 − 1
q4
ω4
fI0j , fI4j =
D(D − 2)
D2 − 1
(E2qr − λ2)2
ω4
fI0j , (4.56)
fI5j =
1
ω4
(
D2 − 2D − 2
D2 − 1 q
2r2 +
2
D2 − 1(q · r)
2
)
fI0j , (4.57)
fI6j =
1
ω4
(
D2 − 2D − 2
D2 − 1 q
2(E2qr − λ2) +
2
D2 − 1(q · (q− r))
2
)
fI0j , (4.58)
where λ2 is the IR regulator introduced above.
The remaining master integrals — I3h , I4h , I5h , I6h , I7h , I1i , I2i and I3i — all contain
additional squared propagators, which is the reason we have not been able to trivially
relate them to the bulk cases. In dealing with them, we have found it useful to employ
the identity
1
R4
= − lim
m→0
{
d
dm2
1
R2 +m2
}
, (4.59)
which however necessitates introducing a fictitious mass parameter m in the propa-
gators to be squared. In addition to introducing some additional complications in the
calculations, this procedure also makes the IR regulator λ redundant, so we set it to
zero at this point. This leads to the identities
fI3h = −
D − 2
D − 1 limm→0
{
d
dm2
r2fI0h
}
, (4.60)
fI4h =
D(D − 2)
D2 − 1 limm→0
{
d
dm2
q4
ω2
fI0h
}
, (4.61)
fI5h =
D(D − 2)
D2 − 1 limm→0
{
d
dm2
r4
ω2
fI0h
}
, (4.62)
fI6h = limm→0
{
d
dm2
(
D2 − 2D − 2
D2 − 1 q
2r2 +
2
D2 − 1(q · r)
2
) fI0h
ω2
}
, (4.63)
fI7h = limm→0
{
d
dm2
(
D2 − 2D − 2
D2 − 1 q
2(q− r)2 + 2
D2 − 1(q · (q− r))
2
) fI0h
ω2
}
,
(4.64)
in which the relations in eq. (4.48) have again been used. The integrand corresponding
to I0h , but containing m instead of the λ regulator is given in eq. (B.5).
For the remaining i type integrals, we again introduce the massm, and subsequently
decompose I0i as
I0i =
∑∫
Q,R
4(Q · P )2 +m2P 2
Q2[R2 +m2](Q−R)2(R − P )2 +
∑∫
Q,R
m2
Q2[R2 +m2](R − P )2
− ∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2(Q−R)2(R − P )2 +
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2[R2 +m2](Q−R)2
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+
∑∫
Q,R
2
Q2[R2 +m2]
−∑∫
Q,R
1
Q2R2
, (4.65)
in which the last three terms give no contributions to the spectral function. The other
integrals are related to this one through the formulas
fI2i = limm→0
{
d
dm2
ω2fI1i
}
, (4.66)
fI3i = −
D − 2
D − 1 limm→0
{
d
dm2
r2fI0i
}
= −D − 2
D − 1 limm→0
{
d
dm2
r2fIi’
}
− fI2h − fI2b , (4.67)
while fI1i is given in eq. (B.7).
Taking advantage of the above relations, the computational method introduced in
section 4.1 can in principle be immediately implemented to all of the shear master
integrals. As there, however, are some subtleties arising from the squared propagators,
we will below go through the evaluation of one subset of the integrals, I0h–I3h , in some
detail. The other cases will then follow in an analogous way.
4.2.1 Example calculation
We will first present a detailed treatment of the master spectral function ρI0h , which
has been considered in section B.10 of [1], but is now generalized to the presence of the
mass parameter m. After this, we use the result to derive similar expressions for the
related spectral functions ρI1h–ρI3h .
ρI0
h
Just as in the bulk channel example considered above, also the evaluation of ρI0
h
begins
from the Matsubara sum, now performed in the presence of nonzero m. The resulting
expression (B.5) is then once again divided into “factorized powerlike” (fz,p), “factor-
ized exponential” (fz,e), and “phase space” (ps) parts, which are evaluated separately
and added together at the very end.
Beginning from the (fz,p) contribution, we obtain the UV divergent expression
ρ
(fz,p)
I0h
(ω) ≡
∫
q,r
ω4pi
16qrErEqr
δ(ω − Er − r)
×
(
1
q +Er + Eqr
+
1
q − Er + Eqr
)
(1 + nEr + nr) , (4.68)
where we have denoted
Eq ≡ q , Er ≡
√
r2 +m2 , Eqr ≡ |q− r| , (4.69)
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and the r integral can be easily performed using∫
r
δ(ω − Er − r) = 2 r
D−2Er
(4pi)
D−1
2 Γ(D−12 )ω
∣∣∣∣∣
r=ω
2−m2
2ω
. (4.70)
The remaining integral over q then reduces to∫
q
1
4qEqr
(
1
q + Er + Eqr
+
1
q − Er + Eqr
)
=
∫
Q
1
Q2(Q−R)2
∣∣∣∣∣
R=(Eri,rer)
=
Λ−2
(4pi)2
(
1

+ ln
Λ¯2
m2
+ 2 +O()
)
, (4.71)
leading to the result
ρ
(fz,p)
I0h
(ω) =
ω2(ω2 −m2)Λ−4
4(4pi)3
(1 + 2nω
2
)
(
1

+ ln
Λ¯2
(ω − m2ω )2
+ ln
Λ¯2
m2
+ 4
)
. (4.72)
In the last stage, we have here set nEr + nr = 2nω2 , owing to the identity
lim
m→0
{
d
dm2
(nEr + nr)
}
= 0 . (4.73)
According to eq. (B.5), the UV-finite (fz,e) part reads for ω > 0
ρ
(fz,e)
I0h
(ω) =
∫
q,r
ω4pi
8qrEqr
{
1
2Er
[
δ(ω − Er − r)
]
× (4.74)
×
[(
1
q + Er − Eqr +
1
q − Er − Eqr
)
(1 + nEr + nr)(nqr − nq)
+
(
1
q + Er + Eqr
+
1
q − Er + Eqr
)
(1 + nEr + nr)(nqr + nq)
]}
.
Integrating over r according to (4.70), performing a change of integration variables as in
(4.11) (with λ→ 0) and interchanging the order of integrations in the terms including
nqr as in (4.13), we then obtain
ρ
(fz,e)
I0h
(ω) ≡
[
ω3
2(4pi)3
(1 + nEr + nr)
{∫ ∞
0
dq nq
∫ E+qr
E−qr
dEqr
× P
(
1
∆00
+
1
∆10
− 1
∆01
− 1
∆11
)
+
∫ ∞
0
dEqr nqr
∫ r+Eqr
|r−Eqr|
dq P
(
1
∆00
+
1
∆01
+
1
∆10
+
1
∆11
)}]
r=ω
2−m2
2ω
=
ω3
(4pi)3
(1 + 2nω
2
)
∫ ∞
0
dq nq ln
∣∣∣∣2q ω −m22q ω +m2 × 2q + ω2q − ω
∣∣∣∣ , (4.75)
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where ∆ij ≡ q + (−1)iEr + (−1)jEqr.
For ω > 0, the (ps) part of the integral, corresponding to the last four rows of
eq. (B.5), finally reads
ρ
(ps)
I0h
(ω) ≡ −
∫
q,r
ω4pi
8qrEqr
{
(4.76)
δ(ω − q − r − Eqr)(1 + nqr)(1 + nq + nr) + nqnr
(q +Er + Eqr)(q − Er + Eqr)
+ δ(ω − q − r + Eqr) nqr(1 + nq + nr)− nqnr
(q + Er − Eqr)(q − Er −Eqr)
+ δ(ω − q + r − Eqr) nr(1 + nq + nqr)− nqnqr
(q − Er + Eqr)(q + Er +Eqr)
+ δ(ω + q − r − Eqr) nq(1 + nr + nqr)− nrnqr
(q − Er − Eqr)(q + Er −Eqr)
}
,
Following the steps laid out in section 4.1.4, we reach (after some labor) the result
ρ
(ps)
I0h
(ω) =
ω4
(4pi)3
(1 + 2nω
2
)
{
(i) +
1
2
∫ ω
2
0
dq
∫ ω/2−q
0
dr P
(
FI0h(
ω
2 − q, ω2 − r, q + r)
−2ωr +m2 (4.77)
+
FI0h(
ω
2 − r, ω2 − q, q + r)
−2ωq +m2
)[
1 + nq+r + nω
2
−q
+(1 + nω
2
−r)
nq+rnω
2
−q
n2r
]
(ii) +
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ ∞
0
dr P
(
FI0h(
ω
2 + q,
ω
2 + r, q + r)
2ωr +m2
+
FI0h(
ω
2 + r,
ω
2 + q, q + r)
2ωq +m2
)[
nq+r − nq+ω
2
+ (1 + nq+ω
2
)
nq+rnr+ω
2
n2r
]
(iii) +
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq
∫ q−ω/2
0
dr P
(
FI0h(q −
ω
2 ,
ω
2 + r, q − r)
2ωr +m2
+
FI0h(
ω
2 + r, q − ω2 , q − r)
−2ωq +m2
)[
nq−ω
2
− nq
−nq−ω
2
(1 + nq−r)(nq − nr+ω
2
)
nrn−ω
2
]
}
,
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where we have made use of the symmetries of the integrand to write
(i) :
1
−2ωr +m2 →
1
2
(
1
−2ωr +m2 +
1
−2ωq +m2
)
,
(ii) :
1
2ωr +m2
→ 1
2
(
1
2ωr +m2
+
1
2ωq +m2
)
(4.78)
in the first two parts of the expression. In addition to this, we have for further reference
introduced the function F (x, y, z) in all of the integrands, which in the present case
obtains the value FI0h(x, y, z) = 1 . It is straightforward to see that eq. (4.77) reduces
to the λ = 0 version of eq. (B.42) of ref. [1], when the limit m→ 0 is taken.
Next, we must perform the integrals in the above three parts (i)–(iii). In each case,
we separate the result (with the overall normalization factor ω
4
(4pi)3
(1+ 2nω
2
) taken out)
to three subcontributions based on the distribution functions they contain, denoting by
A those parts either containing one nq+r but no other n’s or no distribution functions
at all; by B those with distribution functions independent of r; and by C the remain-
ing piece, proportional to a negative power of nr. In some cases, we will also find it
convenient to perform a change of variables from q and r to q+ r ≡ x and q− r ≡ y as
explained in section 4.1.4.
(i) Taking advantage of the symmetry of the integral, it is easy to see that the A
contribution can be written in the form
A
(i)
I0h
=
1
2
∫ ω
2
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy P
(
1
−(x− y)ω +m2 +
1
−(x+ y)ω +m2
)
(1 + nx)
=
1
2ω
∫ ω
2
0
dq (1 + nq) ln
m2
|2qω −m2| , (4.79)
where we have in the last stage renamed x = q and where the “vacuum” contribution
is clearly analytically integrable. For the B and C parts, we use the symmetry of the
integrand to restrict the integration region to q > r, ending up with
B
(i)
I0h
=
1
2ω
∫ ω
4
0
dq nq
(
ln
m2
|2qω −m2| +
q
−ω2 + q + m
2
2ω
)
+
1
2ω
∫ ω
2
ω
4
dq nq P
(
ln
m2
|ω2 − 2qω −m2| −
q − ω2
−ω2 + q + m
2
2ω
)
, (4.80)
C
(i)
I0h
= − 1
2ω
∫ ω
2
0
dq
∫ ω
4
−|q−ω
4
|
0
dr P
(
1
r − m22ω
+
1
q − m22ω
)
× (1 + nω
2
−r)
nq+rnω
2
−q
n2r
. (4.81)
The latter of these expressions must be evaluated as a two-dimensional numerical in-
tegral.
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(ii) For these integrals, the exact same steps as above lead to the results
A
(ii)
I0h
= − 1
2ω
∫ ∞
0
dq nq ln
m2
2qω +m2
, (4.82)
B
(ii)
I0h
=
1
2ω
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq nq
(
ln
m2
−ω2 + 2qω +m2 −
q − ω2
−ω2 + q + m
2
2ω
)
, (4.83)
C
(ii)
I0h
=
1
2ω
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ q
0
dr
(
1
r + m
2
2ω
+
1
q + m
2
2ω
)
(1 + nq+ω
2
)
nq+rnr+ω
2
n2r
. (4.84)
(iii) In this case, the A contribution vanishes, while the two others produce
B
(iii)
I0h
= − 1
2ω
∫ ∞
0
dq nq
(
ln
m2
2qω +m2
+
q
ω
2 + q − m
2
2ω
)
+
1
2ω
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq nq
(
ln
m2
−ω2 + 2qω +m2 +
q − ω2
q − m22ω
)
, (4.85)
C
(iii)
I0h
= − 1
2ω
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq
∫ q−ω/2
0
dr
(
1
r + m
2
2ω
− 1
q − m22ω
)
× nq−ω
2
(1 + nq−r)(nq − nr+ω
2
)
nrn−ω
2
. (4.86)
This constitutes the evaluation of the (ps) contribution to the master integral.
Collecting all of the above pieces ((fz) and (ps)) together and reorganizing the terms,
we finally obtain a lengthy expression for the function ρI0h
(ω)
Λ4
2(4pi)3ρI0h
(ω)
ω3(1 + 2nω
2
)
=
ω2 −m2
2ω
(
1

+ ln
Λ¯2
(ω − m2ω )2
+ ln
Λ¯2
m2
+ 4
)
+
ω
2
[
1 +
(
1− m
2
ω2
)
ln
(
m2
ω2 −m2
)]
+
∫ ω
4
0
dq nq
{
2 ln
2q + ω
−2q + ω +
(
ω
2
− m
2
2ω
)(
1
q + ω2 − m
2
2ω
+
1
q − ω2 + m
2
2ω
)}
+
∫ ω
2
ω
4
dq nq
{
2 ln
2q + ω
−2q + ω + ln
2qω −m2
|ω2 − 2qω +m2|
− 2 + ω
2
1
q + ω2 − m
2
2ω
+
m2
2ω
P
(
1
q − ω2 + m
2
2ω
− 1
q + ω2 − m
2
2ω
)}
+
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq nq
{
2 ln
2q + ω
2q − ω − 2 ln
2qω − ω2 +m2
2qω −m2 +
ω
2
(
1
q + ω2 − m
2
2ω
− 1
q − m22ω
)
− 1− m
2
2ω
(
1
q + ω2 − m
2
2ω
− 1
q − ω2 + m
2
2ω
− 1
q − m22ω
)}
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+
∫ ω
2
0
dq
∫ ω
4
−|q−ω
4
|
0
dr P
(
1
−r + m22ω
+
1
−q + m22ω
)
(1 + nω
2
−r)
nq+rnω
2
−q
n2r
+
∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ q
0
dr
(
1
r + m
2
2ω
+
1
q + m
2
2ω
)
(1 + nq+ω
2
)
nq+rnr+ω
2
n2r
−
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq
∫ 2q−ω
2
0
dr
(
1
r + m
2
2ω
+
1
−q + m22ω
)
nq−ω
2
(1 + nq−r)(nq − nr+ω
2
)
nrn−ω
2
. (4.87)
Unlike in the (fz,p), (fz,e) and (ps) parts separately, taking the m → 0 limit of this
expression leads to a finite result, which is seen to agree with that derived in ref. [1].
We will nevertheless keep m nonzero for the time being, as this will turn out to be very
useful in deriving results for some of the other master spectral functions.
ρI1
h
As shown in the beginning of this section, the integrand of ρI1
h
is related to that of ρI0
h
through the relation
fI1h = −
D − 2
D − 1
q2
ω2
fI0h , (4.88)
from which it is easy to derive a result for the (fz,p) contribution to the integral,
ρ
(fz,p)
I1h
(ω) = −D − 2
D − 1
ωpiΛ−2rD−3(1 + nEr + nr)
2(4pi)
D−1
2 Γ(D−12 )
∫
Q
q2
Q2(Q−R)2
∣∣∣∣
R=(Eri,rer)
=
ω4Λ−4
(4pi)3
(1 + 2nω
2
)
{
1
72
(
−1 + m
6
ω6
)(
1

+ ln
Λ¯2
m2
+ ln
Λ¯2
(ω − m2ω )2
)
− 23
432
+
23m6
432ω6
− m
4
144ω4
+
m2
144ω2
}
. (4.89)
For the (fz,e) part, we similarly obtain
ρ
(fz,e)
I1h
(ω) = −2
3
[
ω
2(4pi)3
(1 + nEr + nr)
×
{∫ ∞
0
dq
∫ E+qr
E−qr
dEqr nq q
2
(
1
∆00
+
1
∆10
− 1
∆01
− 1
∆11
)
(4.90)
+
∫ ∞
0
dEqr
∫ r+Eqr
|r−Eqr|
dq nqrq
2
(
1
∆00
+
1
∆01
+
1
∆10
+
1
∆11
)}]
r=ω
2−m2
2ω
.
Proceeding finally to the (ps) part, we recall that in the derivation of eq. (4.77), a
change of variables of the type
(i) φ(q, r, Eqr)→ φ
(ω
2
− q, ω
2
− r, q + r
)
,
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(ii) φ(q, r, Eqr)→ φ
(ω
2
+ q,
ω
2
+ r, q + r
)
, (4.91)
(iii) φ(q, r, Eqr)→ φ
(
q − ω
2
,
ω
2
+ r, q − r
)
was carried out. It is then straightforward to see that the (ps) contribution to I1h takes
the form of eq. (4.77) with
FI1
h
(x, y, z) = − 2x
2
3ω2
. (4.92)
The integration of the above expressions can be dealt with using the methods dis-
cussed previously in this section.
ρI2
h
For ρI2h
(ω), the relation to ρI0
h
reads
fI2h = −
D − 2
D − 1
r2
ω2
fI0h , (4.93)
from which one straightforwardly obtains the relations
ρ
(fz,p)
I2h
(ω) = −D − 2
D − 1
(
ω2 −m2
2ω2
)2
ρ
(fz,p)
I0h
(ω) (4.94)
=
ω4Λ−4
(4pi)3
(
m2 − ω2)3
24ω6
(1 + 2nω
2
)
{
1

+ ln
Λ¯2
m2
+ ln
Λ¯2
(ω − m2ω )2
+
11
3
}
,
ρ
(fz,e)
I2h
(ω) = −2
3
(
ω2 −m2
2ω2
)2
ρ
(fz,e)
I0h
(ω) (4.95)
= − 2ω
3(4pi)3
(
ω2 −m2
2ω
)2
(1 + 2nω
2
)
∫ ∞
0
dq nq ln
∣∣∣∣2qω −m22qω +m2 × 2q + ω2q − ω
∣∣∣∣ ,
as well as
FI2
h
(x, y, z) = − 2y
2
3ω2
. (4.96)
Again, all integrals encountered here can be carried out with methods used in ρI0h
.
ρI3
h
With I3h, we encounter a master integral containing a squared propagator. To this end,
we proceed to take a mass derivative of ρI2h
(ω), obtaining the relation
ρI3h(ω) = ω
2 lim
m→0
{
d
dm2
ρI2h(ω)
}
. (4.97)
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As we have above computed ρI2h
(ω) keeping m nonzero, taking the derivative in this
expression is in principle a very straightforward task. The only somewhat problematic
issue is related to the IR divergences that appear in individual parts of the integral once
one proceeds to set m→ 0 in the end. Our strategy with them is to identify those parts
of the integrals that diverge in this limit, and subsequently add and subtract from
the integrands terms that are analytically computable (with nonzero m), yet render
the original integral convergent. The divergent terms are expected to cancel against
each other once we assemble the result for the full master spectral function, while the
remaining finite parts are dealt with using the methods described above.
In the one-dimensional integrals, originating from the A and B parts defined above,
the divergences in the m→ 0 limit may in principle appear due to one of two reasons:
A pole at q = ω2 , coming from a factor 1/(q − ω2 + m
2
2ω ), or an explicit lnm
2 term
originating from the analytic r integral. For I3h , the latter does not occur, while the
former can be dealt with by writing
(4pi)3ρ
(1d,div)
I3h
(ω)
1 + 2nω
2
=
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq nq
[
−m4 + ω4
24
(
q + m
2
2ω − ω2
) + m6 − 2m4ω2 +m2ω4
48
(
q + m
2
2ω − ω2
)2
ω
]
=
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq
{
nq
[
−m4 + ω4
24
(
q + m
2
2ω − ω2
) + m6 − 2m4ω2 +m2ω4
48
(
q + m
2
2ω − ω2
)2
ω
]
−nω
2
ω
2q
[
−m4 + ω4
24
(
q + m
2
2ω − ω2
) + m6 − 2m4ω2 +m2ω4
48
(
q + m
2
2ω − ω2
)2
ω
]}
+
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq nω
2
ω
2q
[
−m4 + ω4
24
(
q + m
2
2ω − ω2
) + m6 − 2m4ω2 +m2ω4
48
(
q + m
2
2ω − ω2
)2
ω
]
.
Here, the integral containing the curly brackets is seen to be finite, while the divergent
term on the last row can be evaluated analytically, producing∫ ∞
ω
2
dq nω
2
ω
2q
[
−m4 + ω4
24
(
q + m
2
2ω − ω2
) + m6 − 2m4ω2 +m2ω4
48
(
q + m
2
2ω − ω2
)2
ω
]
= −ω
4
24
(
m2
ω2
− 1 + ln m
2
ω2
)
nω
2
.
Turning our attention next to the two-dimensional part, we observe that the only
divergence originates from the r = 0 limit of C
(iii)
I3h
. This can be regulated by subtracting
from the integrand a term of the type α/(r+ m
2
2ω ), where α is a suitably chosen residue.
This amounts to writing C
(iii)
I3h
in the somewhat complicated form
2
3
C
(iii)
I3h
=
ω4
24
nω
2
ln
m2
ω2
− ω
4
24T
∫ ∞
ω
2
dqnq(1 + nq) ln
∣∣∣∣2qω − ω2ω2
∣∣∣∣
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+
2
3
C
(iii)
I3h
+
ω4
24T
∫ ∞
ω
2
dq nq(1 + nq)
∫ 2q−ω
2
0
dr
1(
r + m
2
2ω
) , (4.98)
where the two terms on the latter row combine to a finite integral.
Apart from the terms discussed above, all other parts of ρI3h
are IR finite and
computable with standard methods. The very same strategy can later be applied to the
other h-type integrals, and ultimately even to the other master spectral functions. As
this process is explained in considerable detail in [3], we will refrain from considering the
other integrals here, and rather move on to analyze the final outcome of the calculation
in the following chapter.
Chapter 5
Thermal spectral functions:
Results
Having explained the most important steps in the evaluation of NLO thermal spectral
functions in the previous chapter, we are now ready to take a closer look at the results
derived for the bulk and shear channels of SU(N) Yang-Mills theory in [1,3]. This will
complement the UV analysis of chapter 3 by extending the results to all ω ∼ T , which
hopefully will turn out to be very useful in the extraction of a nonperturbative spectral
function from lattice data. In the bulk channel calculation presented in [1], the results
have even been extended to cover the region ω ∼ gT by employing the Hard Thermal
Loop (HTL) effective theory [138]. The details of this calculation will not be reviewed
in this thesis, but we will nevertheless display the effects of the resummation on our
numerical results below.
Once the NLO spectral functions have been evaluated, a straightforward application
of the results will be the derivation of Euclidean imaginary time correlators, available
through eq. (2.24). Below, we will perform a detailed comparison of our results for
these quantities with lattice data, and in some cases even with AdS/CFT predictions.
In addition, we will discuss the use of the perturbative results in confirming and refining
sum rules proposed e.g. in [113, 115–117]. Finally, some attention will also be paid to
the analytic treatment of the IR and UV limits of the spectral functions.
5.1 Bulk channel
Extracting the bulk channel spectral functions using the methods explained in chapter
4 and writing the bare gauge coupling in terms of the renormalized one to remove the
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remaining 1/ poles, we obtain a result with the schematic form
ρθ(ω)
4dAc2θ
=
piω4
(4pi)2
(
1 + 2nω
2
){
g4 +
g6Nc
(4pi)2
[
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
ω2
+
73
3
+ 8φT (ω)
]}
+O(g8) ,
(5.1)
−ρχ(ω)
16dAc2χ
=
piω4
(4pi)2
(
1 + 2nω
2
){
g4 +
g6Nc
(4pi)2
[
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
ω2
+
97
3
+ 8φT (ω)
]}
+O(g8) .
(5.2)
The logarithmic and constant terms appearing here can be seen to agree with the OPE
results of ref. [106], while the complicated T−dependent function φT , appearing in both
θ and χ channels, reads
φT (ω) =
∫ 1
2
0
dσ nˆσ
{[
1
σ
− 1
σ − 1 − 2 + σ − σ
2
]
ln
(
1− σ)
+
[
1
σ
− 1
σ + 1
+ 2 + σ + σ2
]
ln
(
1 + σ
)
+
11
12
[
1
σ + 1
+
1
σ − 1
]
+
5σ
6
}
+
∫ 1
1
2
dσ nˆσ
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1
σ
− 2
σ − 1 −
11
4
+ σ − 3σ
2
2
]
ln
(
1− σ)
+
[
1
σ
− 1
σ + 1
+ 2 + σ + σ2
]
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(
1 + σ
)
+
[
1
σ − 1 +
3
4
+
σ2
2
]
ln
(
σ
)
+
11
12
1
σ + 1
− 1
3
− 2σ − σ
2
3
}
+
∫ ∞
1
dσ nˆσ
{
2
[
1
σ
− 1
σ − 1 − 2 + σ − σ
2
]
ln
(
σ − 1)
+
[
1
σ
− 1
σ + 1
+ 2 + σ + σ2
]
ln
(
1 + σ
)
+
[
1
σ − 1 −
1
σ
+ 2− σ + σ2
]
ln
(
σ
)
+
11
12
[
1
σ + 1
− 1
σ
]
+
23
12
− 13σ
4
− 11σ
2
12
}
+
∫ 1
0
dσ
∫ 1
2
−|σ− 1
2
|
0
dτ
nˆ1−σ nˆσ+τ (1 + nˆ1−τ )
nˆ2τ
×
×
[
1
στ
− 5− 4τ + 2τ
2
4σ
− 5− 4σ + 2σ
2
4τ
+
3
2
]
+
∫ ∞
1
dσ
∫ σ−1
0
dτ
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Figure 5.1: The function φT of eq. (5.3), multiplied by (
ω
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)3 and plotted as a function of ω
piT
.
Also shown are the ultraviolet (“OPE”) limit from eq. (5.4) as well as the infrared (“IR”) limit
from eq. (5.5). The figure is taken from [1].
×
[
1
στ
+
5 + 4τ + 2τ2
4σ
− 5− 4σ + 2σ
2
4τ
− 3
2
]
+
∫ ∞
0
dσ
∫ σ
0
dτ
(1 + nˆσ+1) nˆσ+τ nˆτ+1
nˆ2τ
×
×
[
1
στ
+
5 + 4τ + 2τ2
4σ
+
5 + 4σ + 2σ2
4τ
+
3
2
]
, (5.3)
with nˆx ≡ nωx
2
. While eq. (5.3) is rather lengthy, all of the integrals appearing in it
are finite (assuming the principal value prescription), and can thus be carried out with
numerical methods. The behavior of the function is displayed in fig. 5.1.
5.1.1 Limits and numerical evaluation
We begin the analysis of the above results by performing some consistency checks, first
concerning the UV (ω  piT ) behavior of the function φT . Setting P = (−i[ω+0+],0)
and taking the imaginary part in eqs. (3.35) and (3.36), we obtain a prediction for the
UV behavior of the function φT :
φT (ω) = −
176
45
pi4T 4
ω4
+O
(pi6T 6
ω6
)
. (5.4)
As demonstrated by fig. 5.1, this is indeed found to be the large-ω behavior of eq. (5.3).
In the opposite limit, i.e. ω  piT , a semianalytic treatment of the integrals appearing
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in eq. (5.3) on the other hand produces a result of the form
φT (ω) ≈
2pi2T 2
3ω2
+ 3.31612
piT
ω
+O
(
ln
ω
piT
)
. (5.5)
This is again seen to be in good agreement with the numerical result in fig. 5.1.
Despite the simplicity of eq. (5.5), this unfortunately does not represent the physical
small-ω behavior of the spectral function. Indeed, it is in general not possible to continue
our results all the way to the ω → 0 limit, as the complicated IR structure of the physical
spectral function would require extremely tedious resummations to be carried out. Even
extending the applicability of our results down to frequencies of the order of ω ∼ gT
necessitates a Hard Thermal Loop (HTL) [138] type resummation, which we indeed
have carried out in [1] and will now briefly explain.
Schematically, the HTL resummed spectral function can be written in the form
ρQCDresummed = ρ
QCD
resummed − ρHTLresummed + ρHTLresummed ≈ ρQCDnaive − ρHTLnaive + ρHTLresummed , (5.6)
where we have subtracted and added an HTL part. In doing this, we have noted that
if the effective theory is used correctly, then the difference between the full and the
effective theory computations is infrared safe, so that no resummation is needed for
the difference. Having reported the result for the function ρQCDnaive above, our task thus
becomes to evaluate the two functions ρHTLnaive and ρ
HTL
resummed.
The details of the HTL computations are given in appendix C of ref. [1], while here
we merely quote the corresponding results. First, the naive HTL parts obtain the form
ρHTLθ (ω)
4dAc2θ
∣∣∣∣
naive
=
−ρHTLχ (ω)
16dAc2χ
∣∣∣∣
naive
=
pig4
(
1 + 2nω
2
)
(4pi)2
{
ω4 + ω2m2E
}
+O(g8) , (5.7)
where the Debye mass parameter is defined by
m2E ≡
g2NcT
2
3
. (5.8)
The first term of eq. (5.7) clearly matches the leading order QCD result in eqs. (5.1)
and (5.2), whereas the second term exactly corresponds to the leading term of eq. (5.5).
This in particular implies that in the difference ρQCDnaive− ρHTLnaive appearing in eq. (5.6), the
dominant IR divergence clearly drops out.
The resummed HTL computation on the other hand leads to the result
ρHTLθ (ω)
4dAc
2
θ
∣∣∣∣
resummed
≡
pig4
(
1 + 2nω
2
)
(4pi)2
{
ω4 + ω2m2E +m
4
E φ
HTL
θ (ω)
}
, (5.9)
−ρHTLχ (ω)
16dAc2χ
∣∣∣∣
resummed
≡
pig4
(
1 + 2nω
2
)
(4pi)2
{
ω4 + ω2m2E +m
4
E φ
HTL
χ (ω)
}
, (5.10)
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Figure 5.2: The functions φHTLθ,χ of eqs. (5.9) and (5.10), multiplied by
mE
ω
. Also shown are
partial contributions from various sub-processes. The figure is taken from [1].
where the separated terms obviously cancel against the naive version in the difference
of the two terms in eq. (5.6). The functions φHTLθ,χ must be evaluated numerically, and
are displayed in fig. 5.2. As expected, one may explicitly check that those functions
only modify the full spectral function in the deep IR regime.
Next, we proceed to numerically inspect the spectral function, and to this end, must
assign a value for the coupling g2. As we are working to NLO in perturbation theory,
we use the two-loop running coupling, with the renormalization scale varied by a factor
of 2 around a piecewise defined optimal value. In the regime ω  piT , we apply the
“fastest apparent convergence” criterion to eqs. (5.1) and (5.2), obtaining
ln(Λ¯
opt(ω)
θ ) ≡ ln(ω)−
73
44
, ln(Λ¯opt(ω)χ ) ≡ ln(ω)−
97
44
, (5.11)
while in the infrared regime ω  piT we follow the usual EQCD choice (cf. ref. [139]
and references therein), resulting in
ln(Λ¯
opt(T )
θ,χ ) ≡ ln(4piT )− γE −
1
22
. (5.12)
For a given intermediate ω, the larger of these scales is chosen; the switch happens
at ω ≈ 11.3piT for ρθ, and at ω ≈ 19.5piT for ρχ. Finally, we connect the critical
temperature of the deconfinement transition in pure SU(3) gauge theory to the scale
parameter appearing inside g using the lattice result Tc = 1.25ΛMS.
Having now fixed all appropriate constants, we display our numerical results for the
bulk spectral functions in fig. 5.3. We observe that the dependence of the NLO result
on the scale parameter practically disappears in the ultraviolet domain, while in the IR
limit a depletion due to the HTL-resummation is visible in the χ-channel. A detailed
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Figure 5.3: A numerical evaluation of eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) (as well as the corresponding HTL
expressions (5.6)) in units of ω2(piT )2, carried out for for T = 3.75ΛMS or T = 3Tc. The grey
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scale. The figure is taken from [1].
comparison of our results with those of [113] is problematic due to the mixing of the
zero and finite temperature parts in our calculations; however, it is worth noting that
the structure of the thermal part of the spectral density, φT , clearly qualitatively agrees
with fig. 5 of this reference.
5.1.2 Sum rules
Our first concrete application of the bulk spectral densities is the verification of a
nontrivial sum rule, relating an integral over these quantities to the corresponding
Euclidean correlators. To this end, we first subtract the zero-temperature limits from
the spectral densities and define the thermal spectral functions
∆ρθ(ω)
4dAc
2
θ
=
piω4
(4pi)2
{
2nω
2
[
g4 +
g6Nc
(4pi)2
(
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
ω2
+
73
3
)]
+
(
1 + 2nω
2
)8g6NcφT (ω)
(4pi)2
}
, (5.13)
−∆ρχ(ω)
16dAc2χ
=
piω4
(4pi)2
{
2nω
2
[
g4 +
g6Nc
(4pi)2
(
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
ω2
+
97
3
)]
+
(
1 + 2nω
2
)8g6NcφT (ω)
(4pi)2
}
. (5.14)
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Using these expression, the sum rules, read off from [106], take the form (cf. [1] for
details)
∆G˜θ(0)
4dAc2θ
= 2
∫ ∞
0
dω
piω
[
∆ρθ(ω)
4dAc2θ
]
+
[
∆G˜θ(P )
4dAc2θ
]
cont
+O(g8) , (5.15)
∆G˜χ(0)
−16dAc2χ
= 2
∫ ∞
0
dω
piω
[−∆ρχ(ω)
16dAc2χ
]
+
[
∆G˜χ(P )
−16dAc2χ
]
cont
+O(g8) , (5.16)
where the quantities ∆G˜ denote the vacuum-subtracted Euclidean Green’s functions.
The last terms on the right hand side (RHS) denote so-called contact terms, i.e. the
UV limits of the Euclidean correlator, to which the spectral function is blind.
To inspect the validity of the above relations, we note that the left hand sides (LHS)
of the sum rules are next to trivial to evaluate using eqs. (3.14) and (3.15), producing
∆G˜θ(0)
4dAc
2
θ
= −2g6Nc(D − 2)2I0a (0) = −
g6NcT
4
18
, (5.17)
∆G˜χ(0)
−16dAc2χ
= 0 . (5.18)
At the same time, the contact terms can be determined using the simple formulae∫
q
q nB(q) = pi
2T 4/30,
∫
q
nB(q)/q = T
2/12 and recalling that P = (pn,0); these terms
can then be read off from eqs. (3.35) and (3.36) and are seen to produce
∆G˜θ(P )
4dAc2θ
pnpiT
= −4pi
2g4T 4
15
[
1 +
g2Nc
(4pi)2
(
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
p2n
+
203
18
)]
+
g6NcT
4
18
+O
(g4
p2n
, g8
)
, (5.19)
∆G˜χ(P )
−16dAc2χ
pnpiT
= −4pi
2g4T 4
15
[
1 +
g2Nc
(4pi)2
(
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
p2n
+
347
18
)]
+
g6NcT
4
9
+O
(g4
p2n
, g8
)
. (5.20)
Collecting everything together, the RHSs of the sum rules (5.15) and (5.16) obtain
the forms
2
∫ ∞
0
dω
piω
[
∆ρθ(ω)
4dAc2θ
]
+
[
∆G˜θ(P )
4dAc2θ
]
cont
= 2
∫ ∞
0
dω ω3
(4pi)2
{
2nω
2
[
g6Nc
(4pi)2
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
ω2
]
+
(
1 + 2nω
2
)8g6NcφT (ω)
(4pi)2
}
− 4pi
2g4T 4
15
[
g2Nc
(4pi)2
(
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
p2n
− 235
18
)]
+
g6NcT
4
18
, (5.21)
2
∫ ∞
0
dω
piω
[−∆ρχ(ω)
16dAc2χ
]
+
[
∆G˜χ(P )
−16dAc2χ
]
cont
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Figure 5.4: A numerical evaluation of Gθ (left) and Gχ (right) in units of T 5, for T = 3.75ΛMS,
or T = 3Tc. The figure is taken from [1].
= 2
∫ ∞
0
dω ω3
(4pi)2
{
2nω
2
[
g6Nc
(4pi)2
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
ω2
]
+
(
1 + 2nω
2
)8g6NcφT (ω)
(4pi)2
}
− 4pi
2g4T 4
15
[
g2Nc
(4pi)2
(
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
p2n
− 235
18
)]
+
g6NcT
4
9
. (5.22)
Comparing these expressions to the LHSs, eqs. (5.17) and (5.18), we see that both sum
rules reduce to the verification of the common but nontrivial relation
2
∫ ∞
0
dω ω3
(4pi)2
{
2nω
2
[
g6Nc
(4pi)2
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
ω2
]
+
(
1 + 2nω
2
8g6NcφT (ω)
(4pi)2
)}
=
4pi2g4T 4
15
[
g2Nc
(4pi)2
(
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
p2n
− 335
18
)]
, (5.23)
which however contains a divergence in the integral due to the UV limit of φT (ω).
To reduce the above relation to a form that allows for numerical verification, we
finally introduce a UV regulator Λc in the integral and replace ln p
2
n → ln Λ2c . Factoring
out a factor g6Nc/(4pi)
2 from both sides of eq. (5.23), the sum rule then transfers to
lim
Λc→∞
{
2
∫ Λc
0
dω ω3
(4pi)2
[
2nω
2
(
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
ω2
)
+ 8
(
1 + 2nω
2
)
φT (ω)
]
− 4pi
2T 4
15
(
22
3
ln
Λ¯2
Λ2c
)}
=
4pi2T 4
15
(
−355
18
)
, (5.24)
which we indeed have verified to a good numerical precision.
5.1.3 Imaginary time correlators
Another obvious application of our results is the determination of Euclidean imagi-
nary time correlators, which can be directly obtained from the spectral densities via
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Figure 5.5: The θ channel imaginary time correlator evaluated in perturbation theory (red
dashed curves) and IHQCD (solid black curves) [120] for two different temperatures, and com-
pared with the lattice data of [113]. Note that the IHQCD result corresponds to the large-Nc
limit of the theory. The figure is taken from [120].
eq. (2.24). The main motivation for this exercise is to compare the results to lattice cal-
culations such as [113], where the Euclidean correlators are determined (see also [140],
where closely related Euclidean spatial correlators are evaluated perturbatively). As
discussed at length in the previous sections, the ultimate purpose of these compar-
isons is to aid the building of nonperturbative spectral functions, from which transport
coefficients such as the bulk viscosity can hopefully eventually be extracted.
Before moving to the calculation of the imaginary time correlator, we let us stress
one issue. As we have highlighted above, our calculation misses all contact terms of the
form ωnδ(ω), n = 1, 2, ..., of which the terms with n = 1 would in principle contribute
to the imaginary time correlator. In the present NLO bulk channel calculation, these
terms, however, only occur with n > 1, so we do not need to worry about them; at
one order higher, they are nevertheless expected to appear, so there one must exercise
more caution [113, 117, 141]. The same applies to the NLO shear channel calculation,
which we will comment on below.
In fig. 5.4, we finally show our numerical results for the imaginary time correla-
tors. It is quite remarkable, how the significantly different IR behaviors of the spectral
functions at O(g4) and O(g6) are seen to be almost entirely washed out by the UV
contributions, leading to nearly identical results. In addition, the sizable IR suppres-
sion of ρχ relative to ρθ (cf. fig. 5.3) is no longer distinguishable from the corresponding
Euclidean correlators.
Finally, we note that the bulk correlator Gθ/T
5 has been studied within pure SU(3)
lattice gauge theory in [113], and in large-Nc Yang-Mills theory via the holographic
IHQCD model in [120]. Here, we perform a simple comparison of our Nc = 3 results
with the IHQCD and lattice works, displaying in fig. 5.5 the imaginary time correla-
tors for T = 1.65Tc and T = 3.2Tc. In addition, both the ratio and difference of the
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Figure 5.6: The ratio (left) and difference (right) of the lattice data of ref. [113] and our results
from fig. 5.4 (left). The error bars here have been obtained by varying both results independently
within their uncertainty bounds. The figure is taken from [1].
perturbative and lattice correlators are shown in fig. 5.6. From here, we in particular
see the impressive cancelation of the short distance singularity between the two results,
indicating that a model independent analytic continuation of the lattice data (in the
spirit of [43]) could perhaps be attempted.
5.2 Shear channel
In the shear channel, the NLO spectral function, derived in [3], obtains a form very
similar to that encountered in the bulk case,
ρη(ω)
4dA
=
ω4
4pi
(
1 + 2nω
2
){− 1
10
+
g2Nc
(4pi)2
(
2
9
+ φηT (ω/T )
)}
, (5.25)
where φηT (ω/T ) again denotes a rather complicated, numerically evaluatable function.
The behavior of this function is displayed in fig. 5.7, while its explicit form in terms of
a number of one- and two-dimensional integrals is reproduced for convenience in the
Mathematica file shearresults.nb, available at [142].
5.2.1 Limits and numerical evaluation
Just like in the bulk channel, we begin the inspection of our shear spectral function
by performing a number of consistency checks on it. The first thing to note is clearly
the automatic cancelation of the 1/ divergences in eq. (5.25), as well as the agreement
of the constant terms with the T = 0 results of [2, 143]. This in particular indicates
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by (ω/T )3 in the latter case. The figure is taken from [3].
that no renormalization is required at this order, as is in fact evident from the form
of the shear operator. Moving then on to the UV (large ω) behavior of the result, a
straightforward calculation shows that the function φηT (ω) behaves in this limit as
φηT (ω/T ) =
41pi6T 6
3ω6
+O(T 8/ω8) . (5.26)
The form of this result in particular confirms the (completely independent) prediction
of [109] concerning the short distance behavior of the shear correlator, and thus serves
as a highly nontrivial crosscheck of our calculation.
In the opposite limit of ω  T , the function φηT (ω) on the other hand tends to the
simple limit
φηT (ω) =
7pi2T 3
6ω3
+O(T 2/ω2) , (5.27)
implying that the NLO shear spectral function approaches a (positive) constant of
O(g2) as ω → 0. This is in clear contrast with the corresponding limit of the bulk result,
cf. section 5.1, and in fact does not represent the physical IR behavior of the quantity.4
As discussed already in the previous section, in order to proceed to frequencies of the
order ω ∼ gT (let alone to an even softer regime), one namely must implement an HTL
(and ultimately even more complicated) resummation in the correlator, which we have
not done. Thus, the applicability of our results is limited to frequencies of order T and
higher, which (as we will argue in sec. 5.2.3) however only poses a minor limitation in
the determination of the imaginary time shear correlator.
Having the two limits of small and large ω under control, we next plug the numeri-
cally evaluated φηT (ω) into eq. (5.25), and proceed to plot the spectral function. Setting
Nc = 3, using the two-loop running coupling, and choosing the renormalization scale
4See however ref. [144], where the authors suggest that the true ω → 0 limit of the spectral function
is a constant of O(g8).
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negative (with increasing ω). The figure is taken from [3].
to have the EQCD value (note that the fastest apparent convergence scheme is not
available in this channel), we obtain the result shown in fig. 5.8. This time we note that
the uncertainty associated with varying the renormalization scale by a factor of two is
almost negligible, as is the difference between the LO and NLO results at large ω. It
is interesting to contrast this result to the recent IHQCD calculation of [120], where a
qualitatively highly similar behavior for the spectral function was obtained.
5.2.2 Sum rule
In the shear channel, a sum rule similar to the one discussed above for the bulk case
has been derived in [116,117]. Translated to our notation, it reads
− 1
16pic2η
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ω
{
ρη(ω)− ρη(ω) |T=0
}
+ lim
ω→∞G(ω, T ) =
2
3
e(T ) , (5.28)
where the Minkowskian correlator appearing in the contact term, G(ω, T ), is defined to
be
G(ω, T ) ≡ −∆G˜η(−iω,p = 0)
16c2η
− 2
3
∫
d4x eiωx0〈T00(x)T00(0)〉T , (5.29)
with the subscript T denoting the thermal part of the correlator.
Unlike in the bulk channel, it turns out that a direct verification of the above
sum rule via integration of our NLO spectral density is rather problematic. This is
due to two independent reasons. First, as noted above, our result for the spectral
density approaches an unphysical constant in the ω → 0 limit, rendering the integral
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in eq. (5.28) IR divergent (even in the principal value sense). And second, while in the
bulk channel no contributions of the form ωδ(ω) arose, it is easy to see that in the shear
channel this is no longer the case. This means that there are constant contributions to
the sum rule that have been lost in our calculation.
Fortunately, even though the verification of the above sum rule is not feasible
within our current computation, it turns out to be possible to check a similar rela-
tion, cf. eq. (4.17) of [2],
1
pi
∫ ∞
−∞
dω
ω
{
ρx(ω)− ρx(ω) |T=0
}
= G˜x(0) − lim
ω→∞∆G˜x(ω,p = 0), (5.30)
for a number of IR safe master spectral functions ρx. This way, we have been able
to independently check the correctness of e.g. all master integrals of j type, as well as
most of the type h’s — constituting the two most complicated classes of diagrams. This
serves as one of the most powerful checks of our calculation.
5.2.3 Imaginary time correlator
Next, we apply our shear spectral function to the derivation of the corresponding
Euclidean imaginary time correlator, again available by carrying out the integral in
eq. (2.24). While the logarithmic IR divergence in principle again poses a problem, we
may here use the insights gained in the bulk channel, suggesting that the contribution
of the frequencies ω . T to the correlator is almost negligible. To this end, we define a
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deformed correlation function
Gdefη (τ) =
∫ ∞
ω0
dω
pi
ρη(ω)
cosh
[(
β
2 − τ
)
ω
]
sinh βω2
, 0 < τ < β , (5.31)
where ω0 ≈ 0.6T stands for the frequency, at which the NLO spectral function changes
its sign. This is in fact a highly natural choice, as below this value the LO spectral
function by definition obtains a relative correction of more than 100%. It must, how-
ever, be recalled that in addition to missing the contribution of this frequency range,
our Euclidean correlator will also miss the constant contribution originating from the
omitted ωδ(ω) term.
With the above caveats in mind, we display the result for the deformed imaginary
time correlator in fig. 5.9, observing a surprisingly good agreement between the LO
and NLO results. This behavior is clearly explained on one hand by the small relative
size of the NLO correction to the T = 0 spectral function, cf. eq. (5.25), and on the
other hand by the vanishing of the leading temperature dependent corrections to the
quantity at large ω.
Chapter 6
Summary and conclusions
The theoretical and experimental study of the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) has become
a hot topic of particle and nuclear physics in the past three decades. In particular, the
last ten years or so have seen a very rapid development in the field, driven by high-
energy heavy ion collision experiments first at RHIC (BNL) and later at the LHC
(CERN). A systematic analysis of the experimental data, such as the multiplicities
and energies of the emitted hadrons, (di)leptons and photons, has been combined with
both phenomenological and first principles theoretical work to build a sort of “Standard
Model” of heavy ion physics, which is able to describe all stages of the collision process
at least on a semi-quantitative level.
Despite all the progress achieved, much remains to be done on both the experimen-
tal and theory sides, before we can claim to have a quantitative understanding of the
entire heavy ion collision process. In the thesis at hand, we have concentrated on one
particular part of the collision, namely the evolution of a (near) thermal QGP, which
can be described using numerical hydrodynamic simulations. One of the most impor-
tant lessons from RHIC data has been that the success of these simulations depends
crucially on the inclusion of a small, yet nonzero value for the shear viscosity, necessary
to describe e.g. the elliptic flow at large transverse momenta. Subsequently, a lot of
attention has focused on the first principles determination of this parameter in thermal
QCD.
Unfortunately, it has turned out that to predict the value of the shear viscosity
in real life QGP is a formidable challenge. On one hand, perturbation theory is badly
convergent and extremely complicated to apply for this quantity. At the same time,
lattice QCD is by nature restricted to the Euclidean formulation of the theory, and is
thus not available for a direct extraction of transport coefficients. As of today, the most
promising approach to solve the problem appears to be a novel combination of lattice
and perturbative tools [43], involving a complicated analytic continuation of Euclidean
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lattice data to Minkowskian signature in order to determine a nonperturbative shear
spectral function. In this process, a key ingredient is obtaining as much analytic infor-
mation of the UV limit of this quantity as possible, which in practice is most easily
accomplished using weak coupling tools.
The main scientific goal of the thesis at hand has been to address the very problem
explained above: To develop and apply analytic machinery for the investigation of
thermal spectral functions. We have done so using perturbation theory, setting as our
goal the determination of Next-to-Leading Order (NLO) spectral functions in both the
bulk and shear channels of SU(N) Yang-Mills theory. This goal was indeed achieved in
a series of papers [1–3], upon which the original scientific content of the thesis is based.
In addition to introducing the calculations and results of [1–3], cf. chapters 3 - 5, our
purpose in preparing the thesis has been to provide a concise introduction to the general
topic of transport phenomena in heavy ion collisions. This has included introducing the
most fundamental machinery of thermal QCD in chapter 1, as well as explaining the
basics of the hydrodynamic description of the QGP and the role that the shear and
bulk viscosities play in it (cf. chapter 2). Through this, we have tried to in particular
motivate the work performed so far, but also to offer some views for the future.
As we have repeatedly discussed in the previous chapters, the main motivation
behind our efforts has been the hope that one day our results can be combined with
lattice data on Euclidean correlators to yield nonperturbative predictions for the bulk
and shear viscosities of Yang-Mills theory — and later QCD. This is an ambitious
task, requiring much further work in particular on lattice QCD, but we believe that
the present results constitute an important step in this direction. As natural follow-
up projects, it would clearly be important to supplement the present shear channel
calculation with a physically correct treatment of the IR limit of the spectral function,
as well as to generalize all existing results to the presence of dynamical fermions. For the
latter project, a particular motivation stems from the prediction of [109] that unlike
in the case of pure Yang-Mills theory, for full QCD the leading finite-temperature
correction to the shear spectral function should enter already at order 1/ω2, and thus
play a much more pronounced role e.g. in the behavior of Euclidean correlators.
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Appendix A
Master integrals
The master integrals appearing in the result (3.14), (3.14) and (3.15) read
J 0a ≡
∑∫
Q
P 2
Q2
, (A.1)
J 1a ≡
∑∫
Q
PT (Q)
Q2
, (A.2)
J 0b ≡
∑∫
Q
P 4
Q2(Q− P )2 , (A.3)
J 1b ≡
∑∫
Q
P 2
Q2(Q− P )2PT (Q) , (A.4)
J 2b ≡
∑∫
Q
1
Q2(Q− P )2PT (Q)
2 , (A.5)
I0a ≡
∑∫
Q,R
1
Q2R2
, (A.6)
I0b ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R2(R− P )2 , (A.7)
I1b ≡
∑∫
Q,R
1
Q2R2(R− P )2PT (Q) , (A.8)
I2b ≡
∑∫
Q,R
1
Q2R2(R− P )2PT (R) , (A.9)
I0c ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R4
, (A.10)
I0d ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 4
Q2R4(R− P )2 , (A.11)
I1d ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R4(R− P )2PT (Q) , (A.12)
I2d ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R4(R− P )2PT (R) , (A.13)
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I3d ≡
∑∫
Q,R
1
Q2R4(R− P )2PT (R)
2 , (A.14)
I0e ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R2(Q−R)2 , (A.15)
I0f ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2(Q−R)2(R − P )2 , (A.16)
I1f ≡
∑∫
Q,R
1
Q2(Q−R)2(R − P )2PT (Q) , (A.17)
I0g ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 4
Q2(Q− P )2R2(R− P )2 , (A.18)
I0h ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 4
Q2R2(Q−R)2(R− P )2 , (A.19)
I1h ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R2(Q−R)2(R− P )2PT (Q) , (A.20)
I2h ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R2(Q−R)2(R− P )2PT (R) , (A.21)
I3h ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 4
Q2R4(Q−R)2(R− P )2PT (R) , (A.22)
I4h ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R4(Q−R)2(R− P )2PT (Q)
2 , (A.23)
I5h ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R4(Q−R)2(R− P )2PT (R)
2 , (A.24)
I6h ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R4(Q−R)2(R− P )2PT (Q)PT (R) , (A.25)
I7h ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R4(Q−R)2(R− P )2PT (Q)PT (Q−R) , (A.26)
I0i ≡
∑∫
Q,R
(Q− P )4
Q2R2(Q−R)2(R− P )2 , (A.27)
I1i ≡
∑∫
Q,R
(Q− P )2
Q2R2(Q−R)2(R− P )2PT (Q) , (A.28)
I2i ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2(Q− P )2
Q2R4(Q−R)2(R− P )2PT (Q) , (A.29)
I3i ≡
∑∫
Q,R
(Q− P )4
Q2R4(Q−R)2(R− P )2PT (R) , (A.30)
Ii’ ≡
∑∫
Q,R
4(Q · P )2
Q2R2(Q−R)2(R− P )2 , (A.31)
I0j ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 6
Q2R2(Q−R)2(Q− P )2(R− P )2 , (A.32)
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I1j ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 4
Q2R2(Q−R)2(Q− P )2(R− P )2PT (Q) , (A.33)
I2j ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 4
Q2R2(Q−R)2(Q− P )2(R− P )2PT (Q−R) , (A.34)
I3j ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R2(Q−R)2(Q− P )2(R− P )2PT (Q)
2 , (A.35)
I4j ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R2(Q−R)2(Q− P )2(R− P )2PT (Q−R)
2 , (A.36)
I5j ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R2(Q−R)2(Q− P )2(R− P )2PT (Q)PT (R) , (A.37)
I6j ≡
∑∫
Q,R
P 2
Q2R2(Q−R)2(Q− P )2(R− P )2PT (Q)PT (Q−R) . (A.38)
In these expressions, we have defined PT (Q) ≡ QµQνP Tµν(P ) = q2 − (q · pˆ)2, where
P Tµν(P ) is the transverse projection operator discussed in section 3.1.2.
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Appendix B
Integrands in the shear channel
In section 5.2, we reported a number of relations between the integrands fInx of different
master spectral functions, relating them to cases encountered in [1] (albeit with a
different IR regulator). Using a notation, where Er ≡
√
r2 +m2, Eqr ≡ |q − r|, and
nqr ≡ nEqr , the latter read:
f
J 0
b
=
ω4pi
4q2
[
δ(ω − 2q)− δ(ω + 2q)
]
(1 + 2nq) , (B.1)
f
I0
b
= − ω
2pi
8qr2
[
δ(ω − 2r)− δ(ω + 2r)
]
(1 + 2nq)(1 + 2nr) , (B.2)
f
I0
d
= −1
2
lim
m→0
{
d
dm2
ω4pi
8qE2r
[
δ(ω − 2Er)− δ(ω + 2Er)
]
(1 + 2nq)
(
1 + 2nEr
)}
, (B.3)
f
I0
f
=
ω2pi
8qrEqr
{
(B.4)
−
[
δ(ω − q − r − Eqr)− δ(ω + q + r + Eqr)
][
(1 + nqr)(1 + nq + nr) + nqnr
]
−
[
δ(ω − q − r + Eqr)− δ(ω + q + r − Eqr)
][
nqr(1 + nq + nr)− nqnr
]
−
[
δ(ω − q + r − Eqr)− δ(ω + q − r + Eqr)
][
nr(1 + nq + nqr)− nqnqr
]
−
[
δ(ω + q − r − Eqr)− δ(ω − q + r + Eqr)
][
nq(1 + nr + nqr)− nrnqr
]}
,
fI0
h
=
ω4pi
8qrEqr
{
(B.5)
1
2Er
[
δ(ω − Er − r)− δ(ω + Er + r)
]
×
×
[(
1
q + Er − Eqr +
1
q − Er − Eqr
)
(1 + nEr + nr)(nqr − nq)
+
(
1
q + Er + Eqr
+
1
q − Er + Eqr
)
(1 + nEr + nr)(1 + nqr + nq)
]
+
1
2Er
[
δ(ω + Er − r)− δ(ω − Er + r)
]
×
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×
[(
1
q + Er − Eqr +
1
q − Er − Eqr
)
(nEr − nr)(nqr − nq)
+
(
1
q + Er + Eqr
+
1
q − Er + Eqr
)
(nEr − nr)(1 + nqr + nq)
]
−
[
δ(ω − q − r − Eqr)− δ(ω + q + r + Eqr)
] (1 + nqr)(1 + nq + nr) + nqnr
(q + Er + Eqr)(q − Er + Eqr)
−
[
δ(ω − q − r + Eqr)− δ(ω + q + r − Eqr)
] nqr(1 + nq + nr)− nqnr
(q + Er − Eqr)(q − Er − Eqr)
−
[
δ(ω − q + r − Eqr)− δ(ω + q − r + Eqr)
] nr(1 + nq + nqr)− nqnqr
(q − Er + Eqr)(q + Er + Eqr)
−
[
δ(ω + q − r − Eqr)− δ(ω − q + r + Eqr)
] nq(1 + nr + nqr)− nrnqr
(q − Er − Eqr)(q + Er − Eqr)
}
,
fI
i’
=
ω2piq
2rEqr
{
(B.6)
1
2Er
[
δ(ω − Er − r) − δ(ω + Er + r)
]
×
×
[
−2
q
(1 + nEr + nr)(1 + 2nqr)
+
(
1
q + Er − Eqr +
1
q − Er − Eqr
)
(1 + nEr + nr)(nqr − nq)
+
(
1
q + Er + Eqr
+
1
q − Er + Eqr
)
(1 + nEr + nr)(1 + nqr + nq)
]
+
1
2Er
[
δ(ω + Er − r) − δ(ω − Er + r)
]
×
×
[
−2
q
(nEr − nr)(1 + 2nqr)
+
(
1
q + Er − Eqr +
1
q − Er − Eqr
)
(nEr − nr)(nqr − nq)
+
(
1
q + Er + Eqr
+
1
q − Er + Eqr
)
(nEr − nr)(1 + nqr + nq)
]
−
[
δ(ω − q − r − Eqr)− δ(ω + q + r + Eqr)
] (1 + nqr)(1 + nq + nr) + nqnr
(q + Er + Eqr)(q − Er + Eqr)
−
[
δ(ω − q − r + Eqr)− δ(ω + q + r − Eqr)
] nqr(1 + nq + nr)− nqnr
(q + Er − Eqr)(q − Er − Eqr)
−
[
δ(ω − q + r − Eqr)− δ(ω + q − r + Eqr)
] nr(1 + nq + nqr)− nqnqr
(q − Er + Eqr)(q + Er + Eqr)
−
[
δ(ω + q − r − Eqr)− δ(ω − q + r + Eqr)
] nq(1 + nr + nqr)− nrnqr
(q − Er − Eqr)(q + Er − Eqr)
}
,
fI1
i
=
D − 2
D − 1
ωpiq
8rEqr
{
(B.7)
1
2Er
[
δ(ω − Er − r)
][2q
ω
(1 + nEr + nr)(1 + 2nqr)
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−
(
ω + 2q
q + Er − Eqr +
ω − 2q
q − Er − Eqr
)
(1 + nEr + nr)(nqr − nq)
−
(
ω + 2q
q + Er + Eqr
+
ω − 2q
q − Er + Eqr
)
(1 + nEr + nr)(1 + nqr + nq)
]
− 1
2Er
[
δ(ω + Er + r)
][2q
ω
(1 + nEr + nr)(1 + 2nqr)
−
(
ω − 2q
q + Er − Eqr +
ω + 2q
q − Er − Eqr
)
(1 + nEr + nr)(nqr − nq)
−
(
ω − 2q
q + Er + Eqr
+
ω + 2q
q − Er + Eqr
)
(1 + nEr + nr)(1 + nqr + nq)
]
+
1
2Er
[
δ(ω + Er − r)
][2q
ω
(nEr − nr)(1 + 2nqr)
−
(
ω − 2q
q + Er − Eqr +
ω + 2q
q − Er − Eqr
)
(nEr − nr)(nqr − nq)
−
(
ω − 2q
q + Er + Eqr
+
ω + 2q
q − Er + Eqr
)
(nEr − nr)(1 + nqr + nq)
]
− 1
2Er
[
δ(ω − Er + r)
][2q
ω
(nEr − nr)(1 + 2nqr)
−
(
ω + 2q
q + Er − Eqr +
ω − 2q
q − Er − Eqr
)
(nEr − nr)(nqr − nq)
−
(
ω + 2q
q + Er + Eqr
+
ω − 2q
q − Er + Eqr
)
(nEr − nr)(1 + nqr + nq)
]
−
[
δ(ω − q − r − Eqr)(2q − ω) + δ(ω + q + r + Eqr)(2q + ω)
]
× (1 + nqr)(1 + nq + nr) + nqnr
(q + Er + Eqr)(q − Er + Eqr)
−
[
δ(ω − q − r + Eqr)(2q − ω) + δ(ω + q + r − Eqr)(2q + ω)
]
× nqr(1 + nq + nr)− nqnr
(q + Er − Eqr)(q − Er − Eqr)
−
[
δ(ω − q + r − Eqr)(2q − ω) + δ(ω + q − r + Eqr)(2q + ω)
]
× nr(1 + nq + nqr)− nqnqr
(q − Er + Eqr)(q + Er + Eqr)
+
[
δ(ω + q − r − Eqr)(2q + ω) + δ(ω − q + r + Eqr)(2q − ω)
]
× nq(1 + nr + nqr)− nrnqr
(q − Er − Eqr)(q + Er − Eqr)
}
,
fI0
j
=
ω6pi
4qrEqr
{
(B.8)
1
8q2
[
δ(ω − 2q)− δ(ω + 2q)
]
×
×
[(
1
(q + r − Eqr)(q + r) −
1
(q − r + Eqr)(q − r)
)
(1 + 2nq)(nqr − nr)
+
(
1
(q + r + Eqr)(q + r)
− 1
(q − r − Eqr)(q − r)
)
(1 + 2nq)(1 + nqr + nr)
]
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+
1
8r2
[
δ(ω − 2r)− δ(ω + 2r)
]
×
×
[(
1
(q + r − Eqr)(q + r) −
1
(q − r − Eqr)(q − r)
)
(1 + 2nr)(nqr − nq)
+
(
1
(q + r + Eqr)(q + r)
− 1
(q − r + Eqr)(q − r)
)
(1 + 2nr)(1 + nqr + nq)
]
+
[
δ(ω − q − r − Eqr)− δ(ω + q + r + Eqr)
] (1 + nqr)(1 + nq + nr) + nqnr
(q + r + Eqr)2(q − r + Eqr)(q − r − Eqr)
+
[
δ(ω − q − r + Eqr)− δ(ω + q + r − Eqr)
] nqr(1 + nq + nr)− nqnr
(q + r − Eqr)2(q − r + Eqr)(q − r − Eqr)
+
[
δ(ω − q + r − Eqr)− δ(ω + q − r + Eqr)
] nr(1 + nq + nqr)− nqnqr
(q − r + Eqr)2(q + r + Eqr)(q + r − Eqr)
+
[
δ(ω + q − r − Eqr)− δ(ω − q + r + Eqr)
] nq(1 + nr + nqr)− nrnqr
(q − r − Eqr)2(q + r + Eqr)(q + r − Eqr)
}
.
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